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Student
 
Complains
 
I 
'Trial
 
by
 
Newspaper'
 
Hy 
STEVE
 
AGOSTA
 
"Trial  
In 
newspaper.
-
Tire.
 
ale
 
the
 
wads
 
used
 lit
 Die
 Indiana
 State
 I 
nisersits,
 
pews.
 
,it,
 
Indictment
 
against  
three
 students on 
charges  
per  
to
 
lit-.
 
ilie
 
"militersitat.-
TniUr 
Thasnio.
 
tate
 
of 
the 
three
 
indicted  under
 a 
1951
 
the  
circumstances
 
siniouriding
 
Ole 1 ilI 
sester
 
in 
TII.55,
 
Morgan
 
tald
 
the
 
group
 
that
 
the
 
ington
 
Iferild
 
Telephone
 
in-
reted
 
a 
lila(
 
given
 
by 
a 
Negro
 
'alist
 
as
 
"advocating
 
the 
violent
 
Woof*
 
of 
the
 
government."
 
youth
 
explained
 
that
 
his  
g 
Socialist
 
Alliance
 
group
 
n,ored
 
a 
talk
 
by
 
Negro
 
Leroy
 
In 
his
 
talk.
 
McRae
 
said
 that
 the
 
In 
Birmingham
 
must  
vio-
ly 
demonstrate
 
in order
 
to 
their
 
M,,ement
 
a 
success,
 
rgan
 
said.
 
'The
 
Telephone,"
 
said
 
Morgan,
 
erpreted
 
these
 
remarks
 
as
 
vio-
lyadtocating
 
the  
oserthrow  
of 
governmeilt."
 
BASED
 
ON
 
ARTICLE
 
The
 
Trotsky
 
Socialist
 claimed:
 
iana
 
Prosecuting
 
Attorney 
as 
Ifoadley!
 
in
 his
 own words
 
ed 
his 
indictment
 
on
 what 
the 
 
paper
 
said."
 
Morgan 
and  
tW,, tither 
officers in 
YSA 
were
 
served  the 
indict
-
to on the 
grounds
 that 
they 
to 
officers
 in the group 
which 
red
 NIcitrie.
 said 
Morgan.  
The 
1951 
anti
-communist  
statute  
Indiana
 
calls
 for the "exterm-
ion.' 
of
 
Communist  elements in 
United 
States
 
said 
the YSA 
ctal. 
YSA 
rnemlers
 
said
 
Morgan, are 
their 
support
 of 
sIS1 Flit 
TEItAIS 
tither
 
YSA  
It , State 
could
 re
-
.c 
prison 
te11119 up to 
six years 
c,nvicted.
 
teem:ding 
to Morgan
 the pro
-
_I
 
;0,111,
 
of
 
ISU
 
has e 
' ,r,, 
.! the
 
three  
in-
 
.  
"Students
 
at 
r 
 
campuses
 are 
.i 
,,I
 
'This
 is 
the 
is.
 
ft.*
 
ones 
students
 
nm 
111.11
 
is why 
it is 
&rant
 
to
 in 
-rodents,"
 
said  
.self-asesto;
 
!, 
:attic
 
,t) ho 
ntker
 spoke as 
! ' 
:*,\A  
ard  
an 
Ac -
'Ii 
dy
 is 
KSJS
 
Coverage
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hition.
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Ater.  
hioad
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-,mii.,1
 
beisseen
 
the  
Cal-
lasanan-
 
.111,1
 tho  
Phi
 
Sigs.
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,,olcast
 
wig  
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each
 
1,,ayer
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 a his
-
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the  
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sill
 
;II
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Space Systems 
To Be Illustrated
 
In SME 
Talk 
C. 
A. LeFebvre,
 head of 
the 
Systems 
Engineering  
Section  of 
United
 Technical Center,
 will be 
the 
featured speaker at 
a 
meet-
ing of the 
Student  Mechanical
 En-
gineers  next Tuesday 
at 7:30 p.m. 
in 
A133.  
Smith
 
Case
  
Academic
 
Freedom
 
Procedures
 
Defined
 
lions 
to Pres. 
John
 T. 
Wahlquist  
concerning  
findings  
of
 the 
com-
mittee. 
INTIMIDATION 
Recent  charges inn 
ols ing in-
fringement  of 
academic  freedom
 
were 
made by 
Dr. 
Charles
 E. 
By 
STEVE  
SPENCE
 
The function 
and
 
purpose
 of 
the 
Advisory
 
Committee
 
on 
Academic 
Freedom  
was 
made 
clear  
yesterday
 
with  
the  
assistance
 of 
Dr. C. 
M. 
Larsen,
 
associate
 
professor  
of 
mathematics.
 
Dr. 
Larsen  
served  
on
 the 
first 
Academic
 
Freedom  
committee  
in 
1957-58, 
when 
the  group 
was 
still  
a part 
of the 
Faculty  
Council.
 it 
Dr. 
Larsen  
stated
 that 
the com-
mittee,
 according
 
to its 
by-laws,
 
volved in 
what  
steps 
might
 
be 
makes  no 
personnel 
recommenda-
COM5IITTEE 
ENTRANCE 
3 The commit tee enters
 t he 
case actively only after established 
procedure 
has failed to resolve
 
the 
issue. 
THEN: 
1 An 
informational
 
meeting
 Is 
Smith, 
who  claimed 
an
 adminis- 
held with those concerned present 
trative official 
intimidated
 him be-
 
The committee hears 
both
 sides. 
- 
cause of his association
 with 
No minutes are taken
 and all 
pr-
In
are 
considered
 
"of 
the 
TASC, 
a campus student 
organiza-
In his talk, entitled "Giant
 Step 
record."
 
tion.
 
to Space." LeFetwre
 will describe 
2 All charges,  and 
pertinent 
Dr. William
 J. Dusel, vice-preso 
the 624A !Titan III,
 launch ve- 
facts are clearly stated and under -
hide and integrated t r a 
ns f e r 
dent of SJS, 
referred the 
mallet 
'local'
by everyone present 
to the 
Advisory  Committee on Act- 
. 
, 
launch fITLI system,  to illustrate 
EFFORT TO 
RECONCILE  
its application as a 
standardized  demie Freedom 
following
 
Dr.i
 
3 - The committee and the pro:- 
S mi th' s 
charges.  
space launch system ISSLS
 i de- 
cipals 
involved
 try 
to 
reconcile
 
tin,  
signed 
to meet the needs of it NO JUDGMENTS 
!differences presented.
 
space truck for at least the 
next 
According to the 
Faculty Coun- 
If reconciliation efforts
 
in;. 
Ho
 
10 
years.  
eirs 
1958 
resolution,  the Academic
 
committee
 may 
recommend
 ,I 
Lerchvre will also 
relate  the 
Freedom  committee  is 
conciliatory.'
 
the  
matter  be referred 
to a 
,pe,..  
highlights of the development of , 
It acts basically as a 'friend of 
committee for a formal
 heating
 
the 
segmented
 
concept,
 regressive' 
the court' in settling problems in- 
Chairman  of the five-memle 
I 
thrust and liquid injection 
thrust i yoking
 academic
 
freedom,
 It
 is 
Academic Freedom 
committee'
 
I.! 
veltor control by 
U.T.C. for the 
not judicial, nor does it make 
R. 
H. Dieckmann, 
professor  ,,. 
sol id-pri 
well:int  motors of 
the
 I 
judgments upon the parties
 
In-
 
mathematics, has 
not set a 
daii
 
Titan  III. 
! volved. 
for 
the 
hearing  of the charges. 
Films of actiitti prot
 ,,  ,  y 1 x , solid In 
1958.  a committee of the 
o 
proposed  a 
resolution
 
Far -
motor
 
firings
 will be 
shim n. 
Ten
 
Organizations
 
In All
-Greek
 Sho 
involved, it
 may recommend that 
formal 
hearings
 
be
 held. 
Inperforming
 its 
duties,
 the 
committee on 
Academic 
Freedom  
follows
 these 
procedural
 steps 
after a case is 
submitted
 to 
the 
group:
 
1  
It
 ascertains what 
steps have 
been taken 
toward
 a 
solution.
 
2- If normal 
procedures
 are  
not
 
"sufficiently explored,"
 the com-
mittee 
informs
 the 
persons
 in -
Cuncil  
Imaking the
 Advisory 
Commitiei
 
Faculty  
Orientation
 
lin Academic Freedom 
independen
 p
rogram 
Praised  
resolution,  which was 
later at,- 
 
proved 
by
 Pres. Wahlquist. 
the  , 
5.15 has 
been 
cited
 
by John W 
!function and purpose
 of the Aca-
iGustad. dean of 
Nelk  
C011e..tt
 
W ,lemic Freedom 
commit tee was 
.m1 
lined.
 
TenI raternd y 
rind 
sore
 
it 
tes
 
perform in the
 11th SJS 
All -Greek 
Show, Thiirsday.
 Dec. 5, 
in the 
Civic Auditorium. 
Each 
act will be seven 
Minutes
 
long with 
10 I() :10 
people 
partici-
pating 
in each.
 The 
acts are 
di-
vided 
into a 
sorority
 and 
frit-
ternity 
The
 four sororities entering
 the 
show an 
Alpha  Phi, Kappa
 Alp! , 
Theta. Kappa
 
Kappa  
Gamma.
 
'In 
Omega.  
Thp  
rpaipppdip.
 
of 
the Faculty Council. In 
the
 
HEARS  
CASES  
The prime
 
function
 of the
 com-
mittee is 
to hear cases of denial
 
'or
 
infringement
 of academic 
free-
dom or 
academic responsibility. 
No mention 
is
 made about any 
formal 
committee
 statement  
fol-
lowing  
the 
findings 
of the 
commit-
tee. If 
the 
committee
 
fads 
to 
out' 
the 
problems  of the 
print:F.1s  
Union 
Entries  Due 
 
entered  
are Alpha  
Taii 
°nevi 
Contest 
n Last Day 
I telta Sigma
 Phi. 
l'beta
 Zi. 
A'Ph't 
Ki"on  
sigma
 No and 
' 
T,i,,,  is thi 
, ,1,, 
Kappa 
Alpha. 
The
 All
-Greek
 
Show  is 
orgin-
iced 
and 
financed
 by 
the 
Mai:,
 
Chi  
fraternity.
 
The  
show  
is I.
 
tO 
the 
general
 public
 
entries
 in 
the 
College  
Union 
slo-
gan  
contest.
 
The winner 
will receive a $15 
gift 
certificate.
 
 
Sarasota, Fla., along
 with 11 
other
 
colleges  
and iinisersities.
 
for 
orientation
 programs lin!
 
nes! 
faculty
 
members.
 
In 
the  article 
"Orientation
 ;II,' 
FaeoltY
 
Development."
 
appearii:
 
in 
the  
July.  1963, issue 
of
 
the
 
Educational
 Record, the
 SJS pro-
gram was 
described  as 
'outstand-
ing
 
" 
More 
than 
'200 
colleges  and 
uni-
sersities i'espontINI 
to
 
question-
naires 
sent
 
out 
by
 Dean 
Gustail  
"There 
are 
two interesting 
, 
Hire,:
 of the 
orientation
 
pro.h... 
,1 
San Jose 
Stale 
College.-  I it -,tt 
:let ad 
writes.  "First,
 
a 
erable
 amount  of information 
r-
ent to new 
facilt 
y 
members,  not 
only 
about the 
college  but 
about
 the community. The
 Cham-
ber 
of Commerce.
 the
 Ifwal 
new,  - 
papers, and the
 faculty 
rumor 
it
 
responsible 
hip orientation
 
Entries
 
are  
flue by .1 p.m. in crate in 
aswembling
 this 
imolai,-
ihe 
('ollege
 
Cnion,  :115  S. 
Ninth tion . . 
. 
Signers, 
Nationalization 
Destroying
 
Regional  
Enclaves,
 
Parishes
 
By FORREsT 
.1ssIDY
 
The time 
displaced
 
,1rnei 'Ica today are the ;,.',..1
cording  to David 
Riesmaii  
'rhey grew up 
in
 a 
diff.1
 4.10 
in 
:iy 
'under
 different 
moral  
isal. 
they 
are bevtildered
 by 
%that  i-
happening  to their country. 
l'hey
 are the 
and
 the least 
educabd.
 
-.oil 
11,.,  
man. Theirs is a culture of nega-
tivism.
 
Speaking last night in Concert 
!flail on "Poitest and Pressure 
(1roups in America." Itiesman gave 
an example the defeat of a 
water  flouridation
 
election in a 
community
 
dianinated
 by elderly 
'I)IDN'T CARE 
teeth %%vie 
alre.,ily
 
capd 
,,I, "so ilidn't
 
'Rainmaker'
 
At Flicks
 
- 'arrin 
I; :rt Laio 
Jr 
,re 
! 
I' r'rilni 
Flicks
 
.://je, One
 of 
three  
eh 
id 
mother, 
sister. 
 

 
hill in a small  
sonthss.-1,!.  
,. 
badly  hit by 
drought. 
Thi  
I.. find 
a husband for 
hi.: 
Icreates
 pathos as 
well as 
corned>
 
The 
Rainmaker,  a 
plain -talking 
nrin 
who  sees 
great
 beauty in 
asks her
 to ma rev him. 
hie 
sees
 in 
him  only 
a 
Ireamer. 
The
 film, 
which 
will be 
pis-
ssled
 by a 
ratiowill
 
be shown 
ri 
7 and 
9:30  p.m. in 
T1155.
 
Ah. 
mission
 is :15 
cents.  
Football
 
Contest
 
Closes  
at Noon
 
Ii.  
 noon today 
1,, 
deposit  
oIn' .. 
Spairo, 
Ii 
 C -.1 Fly me Fietliall con -
.N tree 
roimil-trip  
flight 
I:sA is 
Ihi.
 iiii/, 
the 
..111-11,1'. 
'flhl  
so ofI.:- 
1111
 
011, 
1111' 
Tisiti's
 rainy blank
 
or, 
we
 5 
rdy 
do
 not want to 
nime  he ad 
ded. 
Thus. said 1' no ot 
structure is
 
i. 
mid 
but  rathri 
small top and 
tell
 
in the 
middle.  
Riesman listed 
several
 steady-
ing 
factors in the
 nationalization
 
trend, among 
them a 
feeling
 of 
class 
consciousness  at the top 
of 
. 
.. 
society.  
1:,,i milus-
Itirti 
iti'''J''' 1,1, 
it 
I''''' 
no-, 
small pressure 
group to. this curio-
Isipulation I, 
' hr's, 
"" 
ci' 
'mitt 
,  ing 
myths, It'', rn-n.j 
h 
n'  
'is 
of 
their par, -t 
and .).
 
rational
 
different 
fria,   , 
life. 
 
In addition.
  
he 
said. 
more  people
 I 
I 
are going to 
college, where  they1
 
,..come 
more  aware 
of national, 
soaps. 
'1'hese
 
trends are
 
encouraged
 by 
,1w 7rleclia.  
which provide a 
jetoric
 of values in its. 
V.  
at 
the
 
extreme
 
lop 
it, of the 
ii0el,s;  
remain . 
neiched
 by nat; 
tilni
 
t en, 
is. 
Poor 
peopi.
 
afford
 a college
 educatior 
'hey 
as
 free to  mote when  
t!
 q1lasi-an:0;e  
sim-
Court
 Finds 
Three  
Students
 
Guilty  
Three
 or fo :. 
Si-  
rested at the 
/fallow,-
eharges  
4.1 failure 
ihe 
lawful
 command of ., ;-
 
officer.  
vivre  
found  guiltv
 
y -
day  in San  
Jos.,  Nlunicipal
 
U....   
The  student,. 
Steven 
Schroeder,  
18; 
Gary
 
Openshaw.
 20;
 Gerald 
Nlanning,
 
20; and 
John 
Turner.  
211. 
pleaded  
not 
guilty to the 
eharges.
 
' 
,,iding Judge 
Edward
 
Nelson  
Schroeder,  
Manning  
and  
guilty, 11111 
dismissed
 
the 
iii:oges
 against 
Openshaw.
 
'1',..timi
 
in 
I: heard by 
the 
.tt eting 
td!., ers and Sergeant 
Itoi1ter1
 Sit11:11s.  field officer Hal-
loween night. 
plus  
testimony  
gis  en 
ny 
:hi!  students 
and their
 
wit-
ilnsseS. 
The three 
found  
guilty
 
-oiosniled  10 appear 
before
 a 
kat ion hem Fritia, 
I'.
 - 
11, 
CI-,
 
1..t if... 
110 
I  1, /II 
Frosh 
Camp
 
Applicants
 
Must
 Have 
Counselor
 
Experience, 
Director  Says 
OMECOMING
 
WINDOW
 
WINNERS
 
Thp 
;p.ppet is 
an audio-
 ye,..,
 
DOWNTOWN
 
TROPHY
 
WINNERSStanley
 
G.
 
Parton
 
(left),
 
67141)141"e"  
of 
Citizens
 
Federal
 
Savings
 and 
Loan
 
Association;
 
-°sner of 
Mosher's
 
Ltd.;  and Jose 
de 
la 
Toree  
from
 
J.
 C. 
:IneY's 
ere  
receiving
 
their
 
first,  
second,
 
and  
third  
place 
,.!Phas
 
for  
window
 
displays
 
from 
Homecoming
 
Queen
 
Nancy 
Nederholzer.
 
These
 
and
 
other
 awards 
of 
trophies
 
and  
plaques
 
.""4
 
made
 
at
 
the
 
Homecoming
 Award 
banquet
 
Wednesday
 
""InS
 
in 
the
 
Cafeteria.
 
The 
winning
 slogan
 will ta! 
used visual
 desire insist 
(hiring
 the 
pre -
in the
 
inlormational  
campaign
 for
 
college 
conlerence. 
Completely  %vat ii,si 
the proposed $3.6 million College
 
automated,
 
it 
oonsists
 of 
a series 
is.n.
 
Union, 
of 
colored
 
slides 
areompanied 
Slogans
 
should
 
Ix.  brief 
and  
de- 
1;11ocil
 riirtTineIllary
 
and  raisers
  ill
 
Ariy  
signed
 
to 
arouse 
molest in 
the
 t.,,111,1. 
-erVieos
 
so 
huh
 
in any 
oming
 
have 
had 
experiene,
 
c fee. 
ollege
 
Union
 
ss.,y 
 
10'1/1411 1 the far, 
Camp
 
eilialSeloiJ  
election.  
unIt 
tee dirkelor.
 
areordilit 
 
World
 
Wire 
KENNEDY  
T.AKES  A 
NMI:  AT 
CONGItt 
ss
 
WASHINGTON
 
it ppp,phdu 
Kennedy.  in a 
i . .ittaek on 
Congress,  
yesterday  
lambasted  
critics  
of his 
foreign
 
aid  proginin 
and 
reluctantly  
conceded
 that his 
civil rights 
and tax cut 
hal, probatil 
will not
 be passed 
this year. 
In 
some
 of the 
strongest
 
language  lie has ever used against
 
tit,  
Democratic
-controlled
 
Congress, the 
President  told
 a 
rIelt.N
 
confie
 
ence that 
those 
lawmakers
 
seeking
 
t.i 
cut 
the
 aid !migrant 
NA,. 
'severely 
limiting- 
his 
ability
 
to
 protect the national interest. 
UNDERGROUND
 
A-RONIR
 FIRED IN 
NEV.AD.%  
WASIIINGION
 
The 
Atomic 1.,iterity
 Lonina..ein  
yeste,
 
day carried nut a 
nuclear
 
weapons
 test -of
 
lost 
yield-  at the N. 
test 
site.  
It was the
 99th 
announced
 U.S. weapons 
test in 
Ntnatla 
since  
Sept. 15, 
1961, when
 testing
 was 
resumed
 after a
 
I 
htee-year 
mora-
torium first
 
lin!ken
 by  Ill 
'usia 
VALE PROF,
 
ARRESTED  BY
 sOVIETs issl'A
 
IYIDS(..'0W 11.11'11
 The 
American 
Emlias,
 
har 
the 
si111 
tone, 
in 72 
hours  yesterday
 
demanded
 
the Soviet  
I. 
'n  
It
 Yale I 
' 
Plitt . 
Frederick
 ( 11a rght 
awn. 
Visiting novelist
 John Strinbeek denounced s arrest 
fin 
spy 
charges, 
saying,
 "Such irresponsilality is too 
IlaMned
 
dangerous  
Barghoorn
 
is no 
spy. -
for 
thrce'or  
riet 
-tart
 
tiv!
 
Checklists
 
Ready
 
Degree
 
reipeireinent
 
eheelslists
 
are 
read
 
now  
for
 lie%%1\ 
enrolled 
ranster 
sdnilenis
 with last 
names
 
1111111111%e
 
11,, 11,1111 
911  
units.
 
'III,''..' 
lists
 
pleked
 tip 
In 
the  
011ie
 e, 
%I/111112,
 
,11111e111, 
1%1111  111:11114, 
11-1 still 
1,o 
1011111611  Wien 
their
 lists
 are 
Blood 
Drive 
Ends  
, The 
S.IS 
Blood
 
!ante  
, 
from 
9 a.m.
 1,) 
.1 pin at the
 Cath-
oh.
 
womens'
 
Center
 
was a definite
 
sneers,
 lw 
p m 
ar-
corditiv  
to one of the 
lied 
Cross
 
nurses
 in (thargc
 
The 
nunils1 itints
 
imt 
blood  
non, 
estimated  
from 
pmts.
 ;1101 Ily 
'2:30,  361 
pints  had 
been
 
accumulated.
 
rare 
But the water 
was  
already
 
Iii 
per cent urine. 10 per cent 
eidorine
 and 10 ler cent 
something!
 
The 
aged  form only one 
group:
 
that is 
relatively untouched
 by the 
heady
 rise of
 
not
 in 
American life, 
said
 Reisman, 
I 
NTOI  ClIED 
BY TRENDS
 
nit,,-
 the 
different  re-
. 
. 
held
 their
 
, 
raft etirmnt Freshman 
Carni,
 
qualify, a eantlid,ite
  ! 
(1 
grade
 
point 
tine,
 
, 
 the t Imo 
appomtment 
 
tf a 
di-
: 
runsi,.
 
Ia 
S....11 
s., 
, Larson
 . 
cspocted  
,t ohm 
tw,.
 weeks 
alien  the 
inter-
s IttWS. 
The
 
15j1
 
1..11,41111;W
 C,1111p still 
1,.. 
held 
Seie  7 it an.t 
Master's
 Programs
 
In Eight Colleges 
CAN'T AFFECT TRENDs 
There are also many people who 
feel they can't affect national 
politics.
 so they focus on local ac-
tivities.  
"The
 
enormity
 of America 
gives them an 
idea of how! 
difficult 
ita to accomplish anything:' said 
I: 
man.  
..riestion
 and
 answer 
peritid  
.1.2 his talk. Riesman dis-
-,,,ed 
the 
decline of the 
working
 
class. 
"There are fewer 
blue 
collar 
workers
 
herause  it takes fewer 
workers to 
teed the country and 
manufacture 
goods." he said.
 "The 
rest of 
us must shift the 
pai,t 
. around. This 
in turn requires r 
psychological
 counseling." 
women
 are 
a  
relativeiy
 
sm:.  
:...-sure group, he 
added.  
bee-
'i-n do not
 consider
 
' 
workers in the unite 
Riesman's Wife 
His Greatest
 
Critic
 
n,. 
.,,, 
swum 
lir,
  
; 
man ex!, 
gi. 
"Inn, 
Hesman
 met 
his wile 
around
 
, when she 
was  majoring in 
.  lish
 
at 
Bryn  Mawr. 
When  
RI,
 
11
 moved 
lu. 
Vashingtori.
 
he urged that she move there. 
She became 
editor  of a govern-
ment siuldication
 The Co.: 
before  rimming 
Riesman
 
VI,- 1... ',,an 
has 
W1'111,
 r. 
'''nit
 
whi,h  
Students
 To Tour 
Stanford
 and
 Cal's 
Unions
 Tomorrow 
llege
 s wen u 
- degrees programs  
by 
chilli  
man  
!.., 
,i1  trustees
 last week , 
Baket said the 
toor's  /011-11.1..e 
The illtirct  areas and schools
 
are 
Cal -State at Hayward. Eng-
lish; 
Fresno.
 French.
 German
 and 
tzeography:
 Long 
Beach,
 
engineer-
ing 
and  political
 scionee: 
1,41s 
An-
geles.
 chemistry;
 
Salramento,
 an-
ihroottliti.*
 
arid
 
chemist  
; San 
[new.,
 
engineering.
 Sat, 
Fernando
 
Valle.  
mathematics:
 San 
Fran-
cisco,  wieiology. 
`stliarlans
 
still  
to,
-
Stanford  .1101 
1%11 
I1 
1.'111011,W. 
Thrpp ph,i11.1,1  
t,ui.,,'.,si  
the S.IS 
union.  '115 S. No.. 
 at 8:45 ahn and 
return  
.1 :in
 p.m 
lios 
hinchos  
will
 
be
 
t  
voted 
Fifty-two
 stun,
 lents
 
SP,.:11111
 
for the trip :it
 tseitlis
 
in from of 
t he cafeteria  and  It 'tit 
lc
 
stole
 
Wedriesdas
 .mil Thursdiy. 
Some 75 
:1.
 i 
,Itiolftit..
 .111 
.reakrt,
 
.11rt:r. 
Criam in-
! 
o
 
I 
taloa 
pis 
10 show 
S.IS
 
students
 the 
oii-
'eration of 
College
 
1:11111r1s.  
! The 
educa  tonal
 
campaign  is 
being 
conducted
 
to mt.., 
students  tn. 
$3 6 nullee, 
Si went - 
t 
and
 12 
themselves 
II-
minie  
the union 
C 
i 
Friday
 
N'.wember
 
15
 
1O61  
seesseeeassignitimmismitiosigliTs 
civor"."
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BSP 
ART  AN 
II SILT 
Mew?
 
TASC  
Group  
Offers
 
A 
Policy
 
Statement
 
Editor:
 
The 
taliim  
log isuicv statement  
was 
passed 
Unanimously
 
hy the 
membership
 of 
TASC  
Students at 
SJS  have a 
well
 
deserved
 
reputation
 for 
apathy. 
There are 
not 
enough
 
politically  
active 
students
 to 
support  or-
ganizations
 with 
specific, loft 
oriented.
 
ideological 
posit,
 ins like 
Phone 
297-9483 
252 
Spencer  Ave. 
San Jose 
Nsi 
Neils  -N 
those
 found at 
the University
 
of 
l'alifornia  or 
San  
Francisco
 
State. floweer the 
number
 of 
students who consider them-
selves generally left of center is 
suffiecient  to maintain a 
group 
whose only purpose is to present 
views 
of
 the American left
 in 
general. The
 political 
opinions
 
of 
the  members of TASC run the 
entire 
left  spectrum from 
liberal
 
democrat to marxist. 
We feel
 that any ideas 
that 
are 
relevant  to 
contemporary
 
problems will 
find  
a means
 of 
expression  and we 
do
 not as-
sume
 the 
responsibility  for 
pre-
senting
 every 
possible 
political  
point of view.
 The students at 
SJS 
have access to 
the ideas of 
the
 right by 
reading the
 Gold-
water  column
 in the 
local news-
paper,
 by 
attending
 YAF
 meet-
ings,  or by 
walking 
two 
blocks
 
from
 campus 
to the  
American  
Opinion  
Book Store. 
However, 
the 
positions  of 
the 
Commun-
nmirt-ttmltifrarn
 
n 
ts2 
Help Stop 
Air  
Polution
 
Buy  
.gfoiveri
 hy 
koie  
Marie  
8th  & Santa 
Clara
 
'VI)
 kJ.,
  
_tVoVk..t
 
CY 
5-4321
 
bud
 
n 
travis
 
Cy
 
,14
 
*of 
peter
 
nero  
Presented by 
University  Santa Clara 
Students
 
NOV.
 
22__8:30
 
SAN JOSE
 CIVIC 
AUDITORIUM  
I clots now 
on sale in front of Spartan 
Eloct,tcre
 
TICKETS
 S2.25, 
$3.25. For 
Information
 296-3360 
Ext. 293 
FOLK
 MUSIC 
riibly  
.cdur(Ifiy  
tiitcs
 
FEATURING 
. . . 
7he 
Ijek 
chadweee  Trio 
Come 
sing
 along with 
this exciting  new 
group
 
of 
folksingers.
 
And 
don't  forget our delicious 
PIZZA
 
7/1 
International
 
Restaurant
 
Tropicana
 Shopping
 Center 
King and Story
 
Pods 
Phone
 258-8474 
Thrust
 
and
 
Parry
 
ists, Trotskyists, social demo-
crats, and other left groups are 
not accessible. Few people even 
realize that these groups have 
fundamentally 
incom  pat ible 
views on 
many 
issues. 
TAS("s
 
purpose 
is to make these ideas 
available and 
to increase the po-
litical sophistication on the cam-
pus. 
The present membership feels
 
that TASC should 
restrict  it-
self to an educational
 function 
and 
avoid  the 
role  
of an 
activist  
organization. Therefore. TASC
 
will 
sponsor  no rallies, no candi-
dates 
for student government, 
and no picket lines. 
Frank Cleclorka
 
Chairman, TAsC 
Atria5  
Editorial on TASC 
Blasted 
by Writer 
Editor: 
Wednesday's
 editorial stepped 
suspiciously  beyond the 
bounds
 
if journalistic 
discretion,  sug-
gesting that 
TASC,  a sponsor 
group of leftist 
speakers,  is an 
undesirable political 
organiza-
tion. Implicit in the 
editorial is 
the wish to see TASC 
dissolved.  
It is the implicit quality,
 the 
article's suggestiveness to 
which  
I 
object. 
Misquoting TASC's 
avowed  
purpose, the 
editorial
 asserts, 
without evidence, "It's 
very
 hard 
for us to believe that
 TASC has 
-instantly presented 
such speak-
ers just to balance the 
political 
picture."
 The 
editorial
 doesn't 
explain, however, in 
what  way 
TASC functions as 
something 
other than a 
passive speaker 
set
-vice.  
The 
editorial urges 
the  ad-
viser's resignation from 
TASC. 
The reason for his 
resignation
 is 
deliberately unstated; only a 
malign insinuation 
remains.  This 
rhetorical silence is nothng but 
an 
insidious  defamation
 of 
TASC. 
The leftist 
speakers  may 
be,  
at best, provocative; the organ-
ization which
 this professor ad-
vises is 
not. As far as politics 
are concerned,
 TASC itself is 
silent. The 
student body follows 
no red banner at TASC's call; 
nor has TASC ever so 
called.  
TASC never functioned 
as
 stand-
ard bearer
 for Communism. It 
doesn't advocate its speakers' 
left wing positions; and it is in-
vidious to suggest anything 
otherwise. 
Frances Ft. Fertig
 
A9901  
EDITOR'S NOTE: The entire 
()unarm. of T.tivit  ma  be found 
in today's Thrust and Parry let-
ter vtrItten by 
TAM;
 Chairman 
Frank Cieeirrrka. 
SpattaftS1)aiiii
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-semes-
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Full
 academic year, $9: each
 
semester,  
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-campus  price
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copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414  Editorial 
Ext. 
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Air Facts at Hearing, 
SJS
 Student
 
Urges  
Editor:
 
Judging from Dr. Dusel's 
let-
ter to Thrust and parry (Nov. 
61 one can only 
deduce that the 
vice president of the college 
has 
unilaterally  
come
 to a de-
cision regarding Dr. 
Smith's 
charges. Dr. Dusel states that 
"most of the time college stu-
dents should feel free to rely on 
public declarations 14 their 
teachers as reasonably respon-
sible and reliable. In this case, 
however, Daily readers are be-
ing seriously misled." 1 can only 
gather from this statement that 
Dr. Dusel believes that 1)1.. 
Smith has made a declaration
 
that is not reasonably respon-
sible and not reliable. This re-
mains to
 lx'
 
seen
 when 
the facts
 
are aired in a bearing. In regard 
to the charge that the students 
are being misled I feel that this 
can only 
be proved 
or dispnwed
 
by presenting 
all  of the 
facts
 
of the
 case so that each 
student  
can decide in his own mind 
whether or not he has been 
misled. This means tin 
open 
hearing. 
One may say that 
a student 
does not have any stake in this 
problem. This is 
wrong.
 The 
value of my diploma
 rests tin 
the reputation of this institu-
tion. The reputation of this in-
stitution in turn rests on the 
reputations of its staff. It is a 
fairly well 
known fact that good 
professors
 do not welcome 
the 
presence of any form of intimi-
dation. If Dr. 
Smith's  
charges
 
Bakmas
 
Flower 
Shop 
Flowers
 
and 
Corsages  
for 
all 
Occasions
 
CY 2-0462 
10th & Santa Clara 
FP   
GET
 
SET  
FOR
 
THE  
WEEKEND!
 
Student
 
Priced  
292.5177 
Toes,  
Him 
:if. 
Willow
 Glen 
Beauty  College 
1045 
Willow
 Street 
San 
Jose  
HAWAII  1964 
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION 
Residence  at Wilcox Hall on campus 
or 
in apartment -hotel at 
Waikiki  
HOWARD  TOURS 
Representative 
on 
S.J.S.
 
campus
 
MISS
 KATHRYN
 CASSIN
 
Housemother  at Delta 
Upsilon
 
155 
South  
11th Tel, CY 3-2049 
ONLY
 $25 
DEPOSIT  
COMPLETELY 
REFUNDABLE 
AT
 ANYTIME 
are 
true
 
then
 
the 
college
 
has into 
the 
open 
so 
that
 
we can 
this campus. 
tarnished
 
its 
reputation
 in 
this 
determine  
whether
 
or 
not  
fac.
 
Douglas
 
M.
 
Lows
 
respect.
 11 
this
 
college
 
becomes
 
tilt y 
intimidation
 
is 
present
 on 
45I1
 
641
 
known  
is
 
an 
institution
 
in 
which
 
intimidation
 of the 
facul-
ty 
is 
widespread
 
then  
I am 
SUM.
 
that
 
many
 
potential
 
professors
 
will  
sidestep
 
this  
college
 
when  
seeking  
a 
teaching
 
position.
 
If 
this
 
occurs  
then 
the 
door 
is 
wide  
open  
for 
the 
incompetent
 
who 
will 
prostitute
 
himself
 
in 
any  
manner
 
in
 order
 
to
 
hold
 
his  
job.
 
Let 
us 
have  
this 
case  
brought
 
Free 
Delivery
 
251.2313
 
 
Gregorian
 
Chant
 
Demonstration
 
At
 Newman
 Club 
ss, 
Marie  
Pierik,  
authority  
on 
(;regorian  
Chants, 
will give 
a 
demonstration
 on the chant
 
at 
,Z 
p.m.  
Monday
 at the 
Newman 
Center,  
79 S. Fifth 
Si. 
The
 
Newman
 
Club 
has 
changed
 its 
meeting  
date  to 
Morithi
 for this 
week. 
The 
demonstration
 is 
under 
 the 
auspices 
of Rev. 
Cyril  V. 
Leach, 
Chaplain  of 
the
 San Jose
 
Stale  
College 
Newman Club. 
Miss Pierik 
has been 
in
 the 
,:ss field 
of Liturgical
 
Plainchant
 
s's' tor the 
past
 42 years. She 
has  
trained 
over
 100 groups of 
sing -
'so in five 
countries
 during her 
12 Nears of teaching. 
She 
is the author of 
five books 
 on 
the 
chant.
 Her sixth book, 
' Dramatic
 and 
Symbolic  Me-
: 
rnents
 in 
Gregorian
 Chant," pub-
lished 
by Descles of Belgium. 
ill  appear 
soon. 
,nday, November 
17 
TOPIC:  
Which for the Christian? 
GI or CO? 
SPEAKERS:
 
 ave Sobold 
Howard 
Cell 
Geoff
 Baker,
 
Commander of the R.O.T.C. 
11:00 ern . Morning 
Church 
Sereice 
545
 p.mSupper (40c), 
meeting
 
Roger 
Williams  Fellowship 
GRACE
 BAPTIST CHURCH 
484 East San Fernando 
845 & 
11 a rr, 
& 7:45 
Church Service
 
10:00 a.m. College
 
Bbl.
 
Class  
George 
"Shorty"  Collins John
 U.
 Akers 
Baptist Wiwi 
Chaplain  Past., 
Evangel Bible 
Book Store 
Your Store 
for 
 INTERVARSITY 
SUPPLIES
 
 RELIGIOUS
 RECORDS 
 
BIBLES 
 
PRAYER  BOOKS 
 RELIGIOUS GIFTS 
96 S 2nd St. 
292-2353 
WESTMINSTER
 
I T 
PRESBYTERIAN
 
CHURCH
 
The Alameda 
at Shasta 
294-7447 
John 
Knox 
Campus
 & 
Career  
Fellowship  
Collegians 
meet 
at 
1131
 
Ham/lett  
Sunday  
9:40
 a.m. 
"The 
Covenant  
People"
 
5:45  
p.m.  
"The  
Riches
 
in 
Christ"
 
Worship
 
 
8:30:  
11:00  
a.m.:  
7:00  
p.m.  
Transportation
 
laves
 from
 
7th 
and San 
Fernando
 
9.20 a.m. 
and  5.30 
p.m. 
The new 
NEWMAN
 
CLUB
 
The Catholic 
Student
 
Center
 
is now 
open 
 Daily 
Mass
 at C.W.C. 
11:45
 
a.m. 
 Discussion Group Tues.
 
eves.  
of
 
8 
pm. 
 Newman 
Club Meetings
 
Wed.
 
at
 
8 
pm 
79
 S. Si* 
CY 5-9638
 Fr. Cyril
 
Leach,Chapli
 
for the
 
complete  
collegiate
 
experienci
 
worship this 
Sunday
 at 
First 
Baptist
 
Church
 
the 
downtown church 
catering 
to
 the college 
community
 
8:30 & 
11:00  .m.  Morning 
Worship  
9:45 e.rn. 
 College
 "Seminar" 
5:45 
p.m.  Tri-C Club 
7:00 p.m.  Evening Service 
111 to. Second St., San 
Jou.
 
Clarence R. Sends, D.D., Pastor 
"Assist 
at
 Mass" 
ST. JOSEPH'S 
CATHOLIC  CHURCH 
55 W. San Ferna^do 
Sunday Masses: 
6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
 
Evening Mass:
 7:30 p.m. 
Daily 
Masses:  6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
 
Confessions,  Sat., 2:30 to 5:30, 7:30 to 9:00 
Welcome to St. Joseph's Parish Catholic 
Information
 Center at 
91 E. San Antonio St. where you can
 find the answers to all 
of 
your
 personal
 questions
 on the Catholic Faith. 
Spartan
 
Tri-C  
3rd & 
San 
Antonio  
Sunday, November
 
10,  1963 
9:45 a.m. Seminar. 
Dick  Griffith 
5:45 p.m.
 
'Ini-C
 Fellowship 
floor 
FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH  
SERVICES
 
8:30, 11:00
 a.m. and 
7:00 p.m. 
Canterbury
 
Tales
 
300 
South  
Tenth  
Canterbury
 
presents  the 
I 
alliedr,i1
 I 1,1f 
Theater
 - 
T. S. 
Eliot's  
"Murder
 in the 
Cathedral"
 
The 
Nitirderer, said, '. . , suicide
 %bile 
01 I 
ir-iiiinil  
II
 is the only 
Charitable  scriii,t 
The 
meeting  place 
is Trinitv Church,
 N. 2n1 
4 
*-1..Iiihn   
7:30 
this 
Sunday.  
A 
free  will offeri 
ti 
a ill be 
received
 
CENTRAL
 
CHURCH
 
OF 
CHRIST
 
All 
are 
welcome  
Schedule
 
of 
Services:
 
SUNDAY
 
Worship
 
Hours  
Bible  
Study
 
Cleat  
Evening
 
Worship  
WEDNESDAY
 
8:30 cm 
10:45 e.m 
9:45 a.m. 
7:00 p.m 
7:30 p.m 
SPECIAL
 
CLASSES
 
FOR 
COLLEGE
 
STUDENTS
 
Sundays
 at 
9:45
 
am.
 
81 
North  
Eighth
 St. 
Minister:
 
Paul  
Oler 
t,
 
Wesley
 
Foundatio
 
Sudy.  
N 
.6:00
 
p.m. 
Supper 
ppoevre4rnber
 
17 
oc
 
(No
 
reserval,,n
 
^riesterfl
 
7.00
 p.m. We 
join
 
the
 
Was
 
palians
 in 
journey
 
to 
Trinity
 
Chore)
 
tiosee','Me  s 
''Murder 
Paul's 
t 
lo
 
erinthaeCathedpt
 
we
 le.
  
:sai:p00
 p.m. 
Worship
 
and 
Mae
 
First
 
Santa  
Clara & 
Sth 
1..30  
11:30 
a.m.
 
Donald
 A. 
Getty,
 
Minister  
(Methodist
 
Shale
 
Cnter)
 
441 
SostS
 
Itak
 
Street
 
J. 
Benton
 
Whitt.
 
Campus
 
Minister
 
Worship
 
Sunday
 
St.
 
Paul's
 
10th
 
at
 
SO
 
S414
 
11:00
 
Jan.
 
Eth.r./0
 
mlnlrha 
First  
Immanuel
 
Lutheran
 
(Missouri
 
Synod/
 
and
 
Student
 
Center
 
374  
So.
 
3rd 
St.
 
*Sunday
 
Morning
 
Services:
 
8:15,  
9:30  
and
 
11:00
 
Gamma
 
Delta  
Meeting
 
 
Wed
 
7 
r"
 
A.
 
J.
 
Iremmitr,
 
Pastor
 
A.
 
Fiodior,
 
Dlr.
 
of
 
DOI  
292-5404
 
N.
 
Rhos,
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, 
2 
blocks
 (tom 
school
 
M.
 
11.0%.6
 
$ 1147 
15) 
251-2313
 
Ic
 
CLUB'
 
enf  
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en 
:45
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at 
8 
pre  
Wed,
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8 
p.m.
 
Leach,
 
Chaplia
 ; 
liate
 
experience
 
Church
 
Et 
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fling 
Worship
 
liner"
 
ice 
, San Jam 
3., 
Pastor  
JRCH 
: . 
o 
24
 
0 
2:05 
D to 9:00 
Won 
Center 
at
 
nstvers to all
 
of 
7i r -C 
tonio
 
rillitli 
Hour 
H 
SERVICES
 
7:00
 
p.m. 
Tales
 
enth
 
I 
hedicr
 
thedral"
 
I 
ii-ound
 
rid
 
Wesley
 
'Foundation
 
(Methodist
 
Studer
 
Center)
 
441
 
South
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Street
 
J.
 
Benton
 
WIN  
Campos
 
Miniitor
 
November
 
17
 
pprir
 
40c  
, 
'ration
 
he".essaril
 
e 
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the  
Epli*
 
may  
to 
Trinity
 
Churclt
 
ir
 
in 
the
 
Cathedral.
 
Paul's
 
at
 
7:00 
Pr°14  
Vanilla
 
and
 
Fella*
 
0 
tip
 
Sunday
 
St. Niel 
10th
 
et
 
Son
 
Sawa&
 
II rE4 to' 
Etlimei0
 
MINION
 
ml 
Luthers
 
plod)
 
enter
 
rd 
Services:
 
11:00
 
- 
Wed
 
7 
P 
oir.
 
ef
 
tvis,
 
Vicar
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made
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Handmade
 
Imported
 
Boots
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Outdoor
 
Man and 
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., 
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Men  or 
Women,
 
Siena  
Brown  
Italian
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soft  
and
 
supple,
 
will  
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crack
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Rock 
Climbing
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Hiking.Padded
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and 
Quarter
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extreme
 
comfort
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ankle.
 
Vibram
 
lug 
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6 
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(Sixes 13 
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$3.00
 
Extra/.
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191
 
$24.95
 
plus
 
postage.
 Slightly Higher 
in 
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West. 
N°' 
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Write  
for 
fre
 
brochure.
 
Fabian°
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Inc.,
 
Dept.
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South 
Station,
 
Boston
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Mass.  
FOREIGN
 
CAR
 
SPECIALISTS
 
Closest 
complete  
foreign car 
service . . . 
EXPERT
 
REPAIR
 
ON
 
ALL  
IMPORTED  
CARS
 
Motor
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Overhauls
 
Tune-ups,
 
Brakes,  
Ignition  
San 
Jose  
FOREIGN
 
CAR  
SERVICE
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So.
 
Market
 
286-1100
 
Just
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 of 
San Jose Library 
COTTAGE
 
CHEESE  
COTTAGE
 CHEESE
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st Street 
San 
Jose  
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NEVER
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TRAINED R'f EATING 
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PANCAKE
 HOUSE! 
UNCLE
 
JOHN'S
 PANCAKE 
HOUSE 
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S.
 
First
 
St.
 
294-7716  
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SAN
 
JOSE PAINT 
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 FRAME
 SALE 
 - 
HAND
 
CARVED
 
IMPORTED
 
FRAMES
 
AS 
MUCH  
"O
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9.
 
Sale
 
AS 
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la
 
12.00
 
6.00
 
1,,  
1.1  
15
 
00
 
7.50
 
l'`Ifs 
16,20
 
18.24
 
16.00
 
19.00
 
21.00
 
8.00 
9.50 
10.50
 
50%  
2`)24
 
2200
 
11.00 
22,211
 
04.10 
26.00
 
29.00 
13.00
 
14.50
 
OFF 
SPECIAL
 
PRINT  
SALE
 
A 
selection
 
from
 our 
regular
 
stock
 
of
 
fine  
prints  
Regularly
 C 
priced
 
up 
to
 
$5.00.
 
SALE
 
PRICE
 
tilt4 Jolt
 Veil WIT 
DOWNTOWN
 STORE  
ONLY  
112
 
S.
 
2nd
 
St., 
Downtown   
292-1447
 
e 
Aw,
 
Shucks
 
Spartan
 
Daily  is 
proud 
indeed
 of the 
outstanding
 student or-
ganizations
 and art is
 dies
 which so 
regularly
 lend 
distinction
 
to this 
college-
 the 
fine musical 
organizations.
 
excellent
 
dramatic
 perform. 
anees,
 
superior
 
athletic trains,
 and on 
and on. 
Oyer
 
the period of is 
ci 
llege.
 
year.
 the Daily 
devotes  many 
hundreds  of 
colii11111
 inches 
of 
Vail.
 to 
reporting
 the impressiye
 
sUccesses
 
and 
atilif.iInflit,
 of 
these  
groups.
 
Might  
it not 
be
 permissible.
 then. just 
this tape. 
for 
the 
Daily
 
to
 
call
 attention  
to the 
accomplishments  of 
the 
publishing  and 
broadcasting
 
family over 
here 
in the Department of 
Journalism
 & 
Adyertising?
 
Last 
week
 
the radio 
news staff, which 
woks
 almost ellemsto. 
elbow
 
with  the 
Spartan
 13aily staff, but 
separated
 
It
 a plate -glass 
window
 
and  a "silence 
on
 
the air-
 sign,
 
atm  
extraordinary
 
recog-
mi.  
Sigma 
(:hi. 
national
 piofessitutal
 
at 
it.
 F 
at% (Idiot:
 in 
Norfolk.
 Va.. cited
 UM- group for
 the 
''-soul'
 
best
 
spot
 
news
 broadcast 
made by any college 
or 
LIIIIVerit1 in the
 
nat  
ion.'' 
For
 two
 
years
 in a 
row 
Lyke 
inagatioe.  Sparta!
 
pail's  
lust',
 
sister
 
across  the 
hall, has 
been 
designated
 
-hest  
...liege
 
tsr
 
unisersity student 
magazine  in 
the nation- 
by trie orgattiza-
timi.
 
LaTorre,  
our 
corpulent
 cousin downstairs.
 
NMI
 
a "First 
Class 
Maria
 
Rating"  for its 
1%3
 
book
 from the 
Critical  Yearbook
 
Serv-
ice 
Assoc. 
4,1 
the Associated
 Collegiate 
l'icss. 
Third 
best
 
owns picture 
of the 
year by a college
 or uniyersity
 
ideatigrapher.
 
according
 to Kappa
 Alpha 
MIL  
11:111,41:111
 professional
 
irlorto.jotiroalisin
 
soeiety
 
carne 
out 
of 
tile
 
lali!,rintliitie
 
photo
 
shark'
 
Fo..IIIS
 
111111111.fliat,I5
 
laloW
 
us MI the first
 
floor. 
A. for
 
Spartan  
may 
we
 modestly admit to 
winning
 
die 
G.1.1 %halal
 First Prize for college
 and oniersitv dailies
 at the 
California
 State 
Fair
 last
 summer. 
A e liatatil
 tile piles,: 
that
 
no
 other 
college  
4,1'  
laurels
 
iii  the 
country
 can equal that
 
re,  eid, 
-,ey in2. 
1.1ush
 
medestly  and subside. 
No 
Retirement Plans 
For Charles de Gaulle 
Its  PHIL NEWSOM 
UPI 
Foreign 
News  Analyst 
It is now 
all  but official. 
French 
President 
Charles  tie 
Gaulle, 
who  will turn 
73 this 
Nov. 22, will 
seek  another term 
as 
president  to carry 
him at 
least through
 1970. 
The word comes 
from sources 
close
 
to Be Gaulle 
and Ls sig-
nificant  
for
 two 
reasons.  
- -De
 Gaulle 
sees  no one 
ca-
pable  of 
succeeding
 him in the 
years  
which he regards
 as cru-
cial for 
France  and Europe. 
The 
North  Atlantic 
Treaty, 
signed in 
1949,  expires in 
1969
 
and 
must  be 
renegotiated.  
Be 
Gaulle  believes 
the NATO 
treaty must 
be
 refurbished 
to 
meet
 the changing
 times, 
in-
cluding 
the fact 
that
 by that 
time 
France will 
be a [un-
fledged 
nuclear force 
able to 
strike both 
by air and from 
Polaris -type
 submarines. 
Backed by a 
French nuclear
 
force.  Be Gaulle 
believes, Eu-
rope
 then will be 
able to de-
clare itself 
independent of the 
United States. 
This 
also  would include 
Eu-
riipean independence 
of any 
two-way agreements reached be-
tween
 
Washington and 
Moscow. 
Be
 
Gaulle
 
supporters
 believe 
that at least 
two recent 
events  
;ire proving 
the correctness
 of 
Is'
 Gaulle's 
attitude  both to-
ward NATO and the 
question  
of 
Western negotiations
 with the 
Soviets. 
One was the 
unexpectedly 
heavy 
criticism  of 
the U.S.-pro-
posed  multi
-nation
 nuclear 
fleet 
which 
was 
encountered  
among  
Eiiropean
 
representatives  
diir-
ing a 
discussion  of 
NATO
 poli-
cies. 
Predictions 
now  are 
that 
'hi. 1ti.  plan will he 
shelved 
indidmitely
 or at least 
until 
..tter British 
elections.
 
The 
Soviet  blockade 
of 
U.S. 
convoys
 on the 
Berlin
 
autobahn 
also  
is being cited 
in
 
support
 
of 
111(i14,31)?  
Dick 
Bailey
 of the 
Wayfarers 
was in 
Dr.  Carl 
Dunean's  en-
tomology
 
class 
at SJS. Once a 
w.e..11
 the 
class 
was  
required
 to 
o..iro
 is 
paper  
on a 
bug. Bailey 
.h.1 this its 
well as 
writing  a 
leig 
song to go 
along with
 each 
bug.
 
THE  
PA N4 
COFFEE
 HOUSE
 
 
Espresso,
 Art, 
Live Folk Music
 
 
Fri. 
& 
Sat.  
Nite  
featuring
 
Flamenco
 
Guitarist
 
KENT
 
NEWMAN
 
and
 
CHRIS  
SELSOR
 
 
Sunday
 
Progressive
 Jazz 
played 
by "THE 
GROUP" 
 
Open Tues. 
thru  Thurs. 
11:30  a.m. 
- 12 
p.m. 
Fri. & 
Sat. AFTER 
HOURS 
Sunday Hootniter 
MEMIERSHIP
 AVAILABLE 
109 E. San
 Fernando 
 
Be Giodhd-
 r-,\,..rit of 
disarm-
ament the 
Soviets  
until all Soxiet threats are re-
moved.  
At home, 
a decisive demon-
stration of the strength
 of the 
Be Gaulle leadership 
came  re-
cently 
in the National Assem-
bly which 
approved  both his 
record budget 
and  large appro-
priations with 
which  to build 
his  nuclear force. 
But these were 
demonstra-
tions of Be Gaulle's personal 
strength and 
not necessarily 
of
 
the Gaullist party 
or of unity 
of purpose. 
In the patchwork 
of
 French 
political opinion, efforts to 
pre-
sent a united
 front of 
opposition  
to Be 
Gaulle
 have been 
suc-
cessful only 
between
 the 
So-
cialists  and 
Communists
 who 
voted in 
a  bloc against his 
budget
 and nuclear
 plans. 
For the 
opposition  to De 
Gaulle,
 the wedding
 of the 
So-
cialists 
and  
Communists
 might
 
easily prove
 more a 
hindrance  
than 
a help. For 
such a union
 
recalls 
unhappy 
memories 
of 
coalition
 governments
 of the 
1930's  and the 
sad 
state 
of 
French 
preparedness  at the 
start of World War
 IT. 
As of 
today it's 
best to 
bet  
on 
De Gaulle,  
FOR 
THE 
I I 
TIMATE
 IN 
FASHIONS  
Kelits 
- Sarony
 
Bobbie Brooks - Mies Pat 
Liz  Porter 
Ltd. 
455 E. WILLIAM * neat 10111 Street 
DALLAS
 
HALL
 
The young 
man whose 
picture
 
appears 
above 
recently  made 
$200 in 
one  week 
and
 still kept 
abreast of 
his college classes.
 
He recently 
received  a $100 
award for
 being top salesman 
in Santa Clara
 County this 
summer. Also he received a 
$50 
award  for being top sales-
man at 
San  Jose
 State
 Col-
lege. The reason Dallas got 
started on his selling job was 
because every new college 
salesman 
receives  a special 
bonus of a complimentary Key 
to every Playboy Club in 
America.
 To find out all about 
this 
wonderful  on 
campus
 op-
portunity, Contact 
Dallas
 Hall 
at Alpha Tau 
Omega  Frater-
nity. Phone 
295-9993. 
American
 
Industry  
' 
'Precision'
 
Craft  
Carelessness
 Hit 
fls 
',Of  
HI 
51.1. 
Just 
for the heel<
 r.1 
of 
technicians
 took is 
Jercur,,  
space 
craft
 and 
turned
 it 
up-
side 
down  and 
shook 
it a hit 
t, 
see 
what 
would
 come ,silt
 
For 
their  trouble,  I hi,
 
. 
hag 
full  of dirt,
 halls .41 
. .141 
washers,  alligator 
clips,  
loose  
wires 
and 
stray  
hardware.  
Th, 
National  
Aeronautics
 and
 Spar, 
Administration
 
NASA 
i 
cam,
 
down 
on
 American
 industry
 with 
both feet. 
NASA
 put out 
a report 
their grievances.
 They linkeI 
dustrial
 
defects
 with the
 
of 
Grissom's  
craft,  
loss
 et lion,,
 
contact
 with 
Carpenter
 in 
the 
last
 stages 
of his 
flight  and
 tit.. 
failure 
that
 caused 
Cooper  1,, 
reenter  on Manwd
 
1-mtrol.
 
In 
Oordon  
Co,per.:
 backup 
space
 craft the terxirt 
said, ":1 
total  of 720 system (1kt-rep:Int:Jr,
 
were
 recorded. 
526 weir. di re -t ly 
attributed 
to 
1.111Sati-i',  
d 
workmanship.  441 
of
 
crepancies 
required
 
scheduled
 
time to coil.. 
Among  the most glariri. 
feet 
s,
 
it was 
found  that 
- 
ships held 
contaminated  
and oxygen.
 Apparently the ,. 
gors of 
survival  in space 
a, 
nothing 
compared  to what at 
Astronaut 
may  have to put  
with 
in his craft.
 
The whole mess boils (too.,  
one 
thing.
 American 
will
 
have
 to shape up. Thss rr-, 
building 
components  which tryi-, 
he near 
perfect,  if they :ire
 
rim,
 
a man 
could easily lose 
his  lile 
SOCIAL
 
AFFAIRS
 
«»ilirrrt.i.
 
The  
is now a 
closed cum:, 
the members
 are 
before they can The
 com-
mittee wa, pree, 
1 
all students,
 
ONE OR 
MORE  
XEROX"
 COPIES 
MADE AT 
HILLIS PRINTING CO. 
38 South Fourth St. 
I iv ^1 ir 
(TO.,  
1 ripl 
trrIV It D %II 
V-3 
FLIPPERS
 
COME
 
TO
 
THE
 
'FALL
 
SEASON'
 
t 
BOOK
 
SALE
 
Nov.  
18
 
thru  
Nov.
 
25
 
at
 
1300/zotte, 
"Right
 on 
Campus-
§Pda't8/100 814T1
 
CINEMA
 
552 S. E.,,s4, 
r S 7: 
"TRiAL OR 
ERROR -
"THE FOUR DAYS OF NAPLES"
 
- 
StAents
 $1.00 - 
TOWNE 
CY
 7- 
3060  
1433 
THE 4. ME.)/44 
"HEAVENS
 ABOVE" 
"MACARIO" 
A F41444
 
:44 
SrudF4tIs
 $1 00 
Ragdo
 
Alma and Almaden
 Rd. 
"LONGEST DAY" 
"LEDGEND OF 
LOBO" 
1st & San Salvador CY 2-6778 
"LAWRENCE OF ARABIA" 
G 
AYCY4-5544
 
4110
 S tst St 
"MANY 
WAYS  TO SIN" 
A
 i.o
 
-THE 
BACK  STREETS OF PARIS"
 
- 
St.rdents
 $1.00 - 
SARAT0GA
 
as.. 
AA' 
UN 
7-3026  
The 'Carry 
On Gang" in 
"GET ON 
WITH  IT" 
-THE LADY DOCTOR" 
Co`, :a - Aote 
Lane 
STUDENTS
 - 
$1.00
 
TROPICAIRE
 
969 Aluan Rock Acta. 
South
 Screen 
"RAMPAGE!"  
"CASTILLIAN"  
"PORTRAIT OF A MOBSTER" 
Nor.F Screen 
"THE LEOPARD" 
''THE 
CARETAKERS"  
SPECIAL
 STUDENT 
OFFER
 
THE BEST 
ART FILMS 
OF 
1962-63 
FOR 
STUDENTS
 
ONLY!!   
11 
TOP  FILMS
 
FOR 
JUST 
S4.00
 
Mastroianni
 
vorce
 
47, 
TRIPLE
 
AWARD 
WINNER! 
"Best Actor"
 
"Best Actress" 
"Best New Dtrector, 
LESLIE 
CARON  
Katherine Hepburn 
Ralph Richardson 
Dean 
Stock well 
Jason
 
Rebards,  Jr. 
Starting
 
Towne 
No, 
21 
NOV 23-25 
Sophia Loren 
plus  
Anita  
Ekberg
 
Rorny
 Schneider
 
Italian
 
_ 
(ICcio
 
Style
 
. 
n 
.19(g
 
(italir.an)
 
10
 
"Words Are 
Completely  
NOV  26 
ad
 
Insufficient To 
Express
 
The True
 Quality
 And 
Extent Of 
Eloquence
 
Got Into This 
Picture!" 
"  "' 
Three
 
stories
 
of
 the 
sexes,
 the 
feature  
pleseadS
 
three of 
the 
worid's
 leading 
directors,
 
De SICa, 
Fe't as. Visconti, with 
three  
of Me 
Most  
beaut,ful  
actresses on 
the 
411ernat,or,31si.er,et.  
11,to  
resksegisarn
 
inn,
 Sus 
Peolormaital
 
C   
ism 
Fes5m  
1 1957 
110In1110
 
14 
0AvC31110E_MADTEICc112111ACLE
 
.. 
SHEER
 
WWI
 
SINED
 ROO 
0,d'dntdad74-,e(ipee_/.
 
f rencg:MY
 
AWAIr  yme 
BEST FOREIGN
 F11111 
OE 
THE YEAR' 
LONG 
DAY'S  
JOURNEY
 I 
-RECOMMENDED
 WITHOUT 
RESERVATION
 
INTO NIGHT
 
DEC 3-6 
AS 
HARD-HITTING
 
CINEMATIC
 ARP
-
The
 tOm
 
session
 of E 
,eehe 
O'Neill's
 
Pu,tter Pr to,.
 o. 
sung
 play
 is 
a 
deeoIy.nroying  
study 
of the ray:le-Ws 
,,,,,, 
family,
 
The
 
Brinwtnning
 
him  
DEC
 7_9
 
Mit 
shook 
contimnt  
plus  
AISI.S061E PICTURE," - 
LA 
DOLCE  VITA
 
also
 
 Ono, .0. 
roar 
the 
halcon 
"TRULY 
EXTRAORDINARY"  
french 
HYPNOTIC!
 
4.4.4. 
Resnais
 
ektranrdiniry
 
technique
 
reir,
 
etc 
NoStS
 
and  
turns
 of the human 
1011)
 011111111ES
 
Saratoga
 
Theatre
 
BONUS 
FILM  
Towne 
And 
SeirAfegok
 
(1,01 
IIFOR
 INFORMATION 
AND 
TICKETS
 
CONTACT.  The
 
Foliowinq
 Thao+rcs
 After 
6.30  
p.m. New Cinema 
Burbank
 552 So, Bascom. THE TOWNE 
THEATRE  
1433
 
The
 Ala-
meda, THE GAY 
THEATRE,
 FIRST ST. at 
SAN 
SALVADOR,
 
Phone  
CINEMA
 CY 5-
7239,
 TOWNE CY 
7-3060  
GAY  CY
 4-5544 or SARATO'" A 
THEATRE
 
(DAY
 
TIME) 
UN 
7-3026.  ALSO ME 
ABERS Alpha Delia 
Sigma 
1:30-4:30
 
P.M.  
Daily CY 4-6414 
Ext. 2091 ... ED 
PAVONE
 CY 4-6019, DICK 
MACEDO
 225-0449, 
BOB 
RAUH,  227-
8392 
(All San Jose 
Sta+:  
College).  
4SPARTAN
 
DAILY  Friday  VoverlIber 
Pi,
 
1i  
'La Boheme'
 
The  
nriel'a
 
I; 
' 
toe 
prestinie,i
 
e 
 
Lease.
 
as,'"  
 a , 
music
 
Sun 
d 
. ,. ;vitt 
the 
First
 
,I,,,r,
 r. 
N 
:ad -0 
I 
I.ease will 
I,e 
In \' I,11. a 
local  
phy-iekiii;
 
',hale ISIorion 
GET YOUR 
MONEYS WORTH
 
R !WI, 
HIV:11611W
 I WM., N1.1.111 
11.,1 
Bran 
14.1- 
1.10 
41
   
I AI 1,1 
i., 
i11,11  mill 61,11 
Choice
 Of  
FOUR
 ENTREES und 
20 SALADS
 
All you 
can eat 
for   
MAIN
 
STREET  
stil I 
li 1110-I 
samrtrrnrmrmn-rrnmarnTranyr,
 
$150
 
, 
N. 
.14 4 \I III 4/RNIA 
 ...1151 
STATE
 
MEAT
 
MARKET
 
Corner
 4th and Santa 
Clara 
CY 
2-7726 
Complete
 Une 
of
 First
 
Quality
 
Meats  
Wholesale 
and  Relail 
RIB
 
STEAKS 
T-BONE
 
STEAKS 
TOP
 
SIRLOIN
 
STEAKS
 
FRANKFURTERS
 
ARMOUR
 
ST! 
R BACON
 
lb. 
pkg.
 
LAMB
 
RIB  
CHOPS  
r,f P 1 --
SORORITIES
 
AND 
ttr)US"S
 
COME  
TO 
OUR 
1st
 
Anniversary
 
Celebration
 
November
 
II fh 
- 
lUtli  
BIG 
PARTY  
& 
GRAND
 
DRAWING
 
NovenLer
 
16th,  
5-8  
P.M.  
MUSIC
 - 
REFRESHMENTS
 - 
FREE  
PRIZES  
POLAROID
 
LAND
 
CAMERA
  
PORABLE
 
T.V. 
TRANSISTOR
 
RADIOSFREE
 
DINNERS
 
& 
MANY
 
MORE 
t-1,-9,1  ir 
--.4 
lk 
 7 
FAMILY 
REYrAURANTS
 
UNDER  
CNE  
ROOF
 
KAllfrg.,A4 
-
 
writ' 
.0,9
 0- 
0, 
41111k 
'cr 
wt.*" 
..... 
....... 
..  
.. 
I 
.. 
lottitt' 
ACCOUNTS
 OPENED 
INS
 
MINUTES 
YOUNG ADULTS 
ACCOUNTS
 INVITEDI
 
A Complete Uwe Nationally Advertised Producb 
Engagement
 
Rings
 
Wedding
 
Rings  
Watches
 
Birthstone
 
Rings  
Costume
 
Jewelry
 
I. 
D. 
Bracelets
 
Clocks
 
Cameras
 
Binoculars
 
Electric  
Shavers
 
Phonographs 
Hi -F) 
Sets 
Radios
 
Electrical 
Appliances  
Dinnerware  
Silvenvars
 
Watch 
and  Jewelry 
Repairs
 
Tape
 
Recorders  
No
 
Money
 
Down
 
 A 
Year To 
Pay 
FREE 
PARKING 
Ictt
 
tir.lretti
 
65 
So.  
Firs* 
St. 
downtown
 
CY 
2-4910 
109 So. 
"'coif(
 St. 
Sunntiyale  
28 Vo'ley  Fair 
tt 
to
 
CH
 0-504's 
II '01 
, 
REMEMBER
 
ME?This
 is one
 of the 
many  
scenes 
to
 be seen 
tomorrow 
morning as 
Per-
spective
 presents 
"Rip  
Van  Winkle.' over 
KNTV,
 
Channel  I I. 
Here, Rip,
 played 
by
 Richard 
Saturdy's  
'Perspective'
 
Overmyer
 Jr., 
tries to 
get Seth 
Slough,
 played 
by 
Christopher
 
Curtis,  
to
 
remember
 
him  when 
he returns
 to the 
village 
after  his 
20
-year 
sleep.  
'Rip 
Van  
Winkle' 
Debuts
 
Again
 
I:111
 
iday %sill 
Imo 
fries i-on 
I "I. 
111111 0 
111115 
Ii -
is. on 
KNTN.',
 Chan -
I 
1.1-
I 
I 
tilt 
pi,re,sor  
01 
4In11111  .1114'1 
11111selor-1ilodt141.1
 
4,1 
1 /IP 
1.1,o,'1,1 MT). 
411 
f, I 
,.1 
117.1I 
I\ \TV 
4.I
 
1,0 Ili., 11 
 
I'. 
'011' 
1,011  
Iit,  II 
...Loll I ssT 
.,., 
, 
1,, 
1,1 
,III?Ito
 
r 
I: 
 
I 
I,
 
V 
.11 
1 
411. 
Aida,
 
Va-.11:n.
 
I 
tale 
of 
the  
ii :1.1 
at
 
ill 
I 
i'rt1:111.1t
 IFFAN 
!!, 
I),mmielr. 
fornnn  
Ii 
stmient's
 :if 
.1,11 
I 
.t.
 r
 
It
 
.'
 
t %try 
(li...i.rtitortt
 litr 
NIN/11,11.1,  
:1,10 
Tbo 
television
 production
 
nf 
Van  
NVinkle"
 will lie 
%idea
-
taped hatight in the
 
Siudio  The-
ater 
fot 
presentation 
torriorrosv.
 
the  
tant:edic
 
1,,,,,aint 
Iv,ak  
ri,,'' 
I,'i 
himak,  
sue!'iii
 undertakini;  
and addl.,1 111111
 lt,p11:11.114 
ss Its 
gIvInar141041
 
ninl, atten-
tion ;aid lime 'wilts Minnie
 Meh-
fil,.1 
do1,111, 
ihan did 
regular 
 
Ie 
011(.41
 illat 
ii111mo,
 
h,11,11'S
 
just iii 
1114o1(
 I/.4. 
III
 
t 
1,
 I 
iii I e 
111:1y,  :Mil 
ii, I101 
imi
 
WaS
 
a.141.-  
M Ile-
(,,nte 
at 
ease 
viol kaig
 
V. ilk 
cameras.
 
stated  that 
all 
the
 
trchlijr;II 
511r1I  
it 
lbs 
r)1,4111(II.ql 
11151e  I, rffilit  7111li 11`1PViSiOn
 
st.,dents  sviirking
 in 
the drama 
1,50111 
ilipilI 
Acronlinc,
 to 
Elliott,
 
the 
"1111)
 
L'an
 Winkle" 
tides ision 
produc-
tion tomorrow
 'walling
 
'a ill be 
f'erspeilive's
 
"slierlacular  ol 
the
 
year." 
FOLK MUSIC
 TRIOPeter, Paul, and Mary 
will perform tonight 
at 8:30 in the San Jose Civic Auditorium. All seats are sold, but 
there are still standing tickets 
available, according to the San 
Jose Box 
Office. 
Tickets Available To Indian 
Dancers
 
III. now availiddeit
 
ihe
 lit pines,. 
(II -
'0  night's
 imir-
form:ince
 id 
Sharon
 Han and 
her 
Indian  I 
ianrie
 
Company.  
S.JS  will he admitted 
should
 pick 
in 
advance,
 
.1 c 
Gasser,
 null
-
Is'
 
Spartan
 
Pro -
I 
I. 
a. The tiertorni-
ENGINEERS 
II, k I. 
Representatives of the  State of California will be 
on 
campus
 November 
19
 to 
interview January 
1964 
graduates in Civil and Electrical Engineering. 
CI\ II, 
I.:NI:1\11;1N
 
IRS Degree) 
Positions are available with the Division of Highways, 
Division of Bay Toll Crossings and the Department 
of
 Water 
Resources. 
FM:INF:IAN 
(85 
and  MS Degrees) 
Positions 
available  with the 
Department  of water 
resources curr,:ntly engaged in the Design and Con 
struction of California water facilities. 
Nkl 
I\
 11 
\ 11 11 \lilt 
\(.1 NI1
 
\11
 
k 1 111) 
1'1 
51.1
 
S11 \ 1 
I l l 1
 li 1 
Brockut es 
available al the 
Placement  Office. 
,1
 
5.I
 
M 
A10111,
 
Weekend
 Doings
 
1(t\ 11.111 
rj..1 
W.Prt
 
I', I' I 111 
C..11/,,-.rt,  
I la ,,tet.. 
" I he 
Go
-Pound,"  
King 
Ii, 
1 
u 
I'las la iirp, I law:. 
ii 
8.11,11
 
s'i'l 
55' 
,,t.tttI
 AtI 
Shona,.
 k'illa 
I 
Full.
 
'I'lleater.
 
n 
II. lo a 
In 
I 
1.1 
Art 
show.
 
1.1111.1  Sion-
talso. I "10- 
I
 
II 
1711 Bascom, near Hamilton 
Folk
 
Music
 
Club
 
!Voted  
Ii 
I 
- 
.irid  
apflum
 
it 
MI.  
NII1,14'I
 III, 
via-levy! 
Ittitit!Iti
 
II ,
 
Ii I 
t, i'll 
Ii, iir 
in 
M1.111-
pili,
 
11,11,
 Iii. 
lit t
-s, 
(Ittvk is 
Ille.to
 
ht.  
1,0,1 
ilaf14'4.-
 In 
4flIIInn..,
 
Im,,f1-
 
. 
II 
I, 
I 
J.H
 
111:11  
nh-I ii 
Ilto
 
Si 
111 
Cruz
 
rip
 
of
 
llIp 
41 
Nwth
 
I 
 
SMOKE
 
A 
Pipe
 
Tryimported
 
Cif  
d,,11.,,. 
"L,.
 
ight It,,
 yu 
rrl,
 
 
ens 
of 
 
*motto'.
 
nojuory
 
.4:44 
444 
Si 
 
Opening
 
Special
  
ifdlian 
Mohair
 
99 per 
IMPORTED
 
YARNS
 
AT 
DISCOUNT
 
PRICES
 
ilowe
 ej 
?Ian,  
945 So. Bascom 
(7 blocks 
south of county 
hospital)
 
Opening
 
Saturday 
November
 
16th
 
..sr-
rollou
 
Nile
 
ba 
to 
Ted's  Cleaners.
 
Bring
 
yo
 
shirts, pants, 
socks
 and 
any
 
other
 
garments
 you need 
clean,d.
 
Lft's
 
go
 
now.
 
....7('(/ .1 
\ And  
I 
II 
L 
\I 
555 E. Santa 
Clara  
I 
,hfris  ims/ 
mmi 
The 1964 
SUZUKI  
80 , 
Phone Dan Arde3 at 293-2370,
 your campus 
reprcen4,  tiq 
RED
 MARION ENTEPPRISES
 
7.88 
Phone  
37
 
4 
q 111MIN1;
 
AIN  
\\ 
ill's  
111for
 
Ilionoriiii
 
Stdi  
1)1141,
 
I.,
 ,,, 11..1
 
Pon  
t 
ward  h..,4 
I ,.,,,
 
1 la, -1,1, 
I Ili L.  I.: 
 COMBINATION PLATES   
Any 2 
iiii..11-
 
'0 
with 
111,111,11 
1'11011,
 
it.1111.,111.41
 
Bread  
mid 
Butt.
 
!-
Visit  the Gas Lite 
for  
Fun  
Banquet 
Facilities
 5 
to 
700 
SAN
 CARLOS 
at MARKET
 STS. 
CY 5. 
26 
 
P"'AFRTANI
 
172NJ-T-A
 
Take
 
time
 
today  
to 
hear  
visiting
 
Harvard
 
Professor
 
David  
Riesman
 
9:30 
College
 
Theater
 
10:30 HI
 
12:00
 Cafe 
A/B 
student
 council
 
luncheon
 
414 
E. 
WII 
LIAM 
CY
 
7-8877  
1111/ 
ript
 *44 
oy
 
Smoking
 
)KE
 
A 
PIPEt
 
tItn  
tl 
0.30v...400zot,
 
per
 
ball
 
IT
 
PRICES
 
;Sal) 
 
16th
 
9Ciow..e..dearaw  
dizo. 
Bring
 
your
 
Ind
 
any
 
other
 
:leaned.
 
Let's
 
'rill
 
Clara 
rietei
 
U K I 
us 
repre.f.-'
 
PRISES  
Photo: 
317.31i
 
its
 
CY
 
S.2626
 
sVITL6.5
 
Plan
 
to
 
Teach?
 
Join
 
Student
 
-California
 
Teachers
 
Association
 and
 
learn
 
more
 
about
 
your
 
pro-
fession.
 
Join
 
in
 
Student
 
Affairs
 
Office.
 
'Unique,
 
Radical'
 
Teaching
 
Success
 
of
 
Nursing
 
Dept.
 
San 
Jose 
State's
 Ntirsitir
 
partment has 
proved
 Ile. 
..  
ot
 
its unique 
anti
 
method.
 
mjetirrljr
 
Ihirour,
 associate
 
TWO-
essor
 
lit wirsing,
 had 
an
 
.111100  
lifildisheil in a 
lieeritil
 
01 
1111.  
TACOS
 DE 
ACAPULCO
 
:-diaight ft   Ow pail to soil 
sandwich)
 
50c 
Tacos 
25c 
Torfas (real
 Mex. 
Combination
 Plate 
(three
 choices)
 85c 
ACAPULCO
 
TACO 
Pork 
Ave.  ond 
Market St.
 
err
 
oWirSWeViVieWV
 
iirlt.iiiirASerro*Wo'orWoWlrirs:  
ir 
For
 
Fine
 Food
 At A Fair 
Price  
CUGGINOS1
 PIZZA 
Delivered
 to Your Door 
4-11:30
 
Daily  
'fill 1:30 a.m. Fri. & 
Sat.  
Pizza 
is Great for: 
 Study
 Breaks 
 Parties
 
.1,mnal
 it 
^ 
and  
 
titled 
.5 
Sire,41e. 
:du 
-trig 
Adolts  and 
c'fithiren
 
" 
.11  
rep 
di 
(,I 
.1 
/waiver
 
cow 
dti
 
,,J,
 
NuiHrit,  I 
51511-i 
111,11
 Thii 
0111,104.
 iii 
lii-ii
 
00,1
 
01 
Willi  I/loth/01w 
'Six  seri, 
t 
1 hr. (10-
LurrIturri'trig  
I 
11015
 
.1. 
nriwidrini  
iii lildpitild  Hi -
.10% 
utirlerstoituhrig.
 
41
 ;Intl Oil'
 
l'Ir.(1-
,11'
 
I'd 
11;11 01
 
gil :we.,  
and
 
ii 
i_fill,' 
Isirl  
tira 
'1
 Tor 
',PI' V, 
:1,, 
0 
\k 
I) 
11,11 
IN Intl 
WI'
 1.:11I,A ,11111 
(,1111(1
 
hi,
 
liU'UUiU 
iii 
014,1, 
tune-
Nirs. 
1J1Ihnly.
 
1111111111.fl  
.4-;1r  
rfl 
t he 
d,.ind.
 
Ha--dNing,  
anti 
,n.*,
 
/did  
hundred.
 
III  
nurmittLI
 
4-- 
and  
huhingness
 
1 ind
 
' 
Ird,,or
 
said
 
iii 
ii 
illS 
MSU
 
Slates
 
Friendship
 
Conference
 
in the 
minds 
s,z ?  .,1 1, 
ill llifi 
Illillik  01 men 
,idit
 
thu. 
11010iilis  
pi 1,0 
11110.t
 
1.010.1t  
or 
Si, ,d), ili0 
ConS1111111011
 
01
 Hie 
t,ii.npoice.
 
Social.
 and Cill 
\Vith  
this
 
:iv 
-mite
 
liellogg 
Center  
 d,r 
Continuing  EthicatIdn  
imite;
 
5.1.4  
tt 
n students It, the
 Ilth 
Annual 
Adventure  in 
scoral
 L'il 
 
Dinner 
Just 
call  CY 
2-8119 for delivery or 
Drop in at 862 
No.  13th, San  Jose 
SAVE 
MONEY
 
3c
 OFF
 
2c
 
OFF  
PER 
GAL. 
ETHYL GAS 
PER GAL.
 
REG. 
GAS 
Guaranteed Major Oil Co. 
Gasoline  
Lowest
 
Gas  Prices In San Jose 
PURITAN
 
OIL  CO.
 
6TH 
& 
KEYES  
 4TH & 
WILLIAM
 
10TH
 
& 
TAYLOR 
13TH & JULIAN 
gair,41.
 
--cyvvev\
 
TWINS
 
... 
Sweater
 
Set by 
Rosanna
 
ih's 
flowered
 
sleeveless
 
over 
sweater
 
with 
a 
mock
 
turtleneck
 
sweater
 
underneath
 
can 
be worn with 
either 
capris  
or 
skirts.  
Colors:
 
The
 
knitted
 
over
 
sweater,  
pink  
and  
powder
 
blue;
 
un-
derswenfer,
 
white.
 
Sizes:
 36 to 
40
 
lit"
 
Downtown
 
86
 
South
 
Firr.1
 
Street
 
lei 
standing,
 Dee. 
21
 to Jan.
 I. 
foreign students and 10 MS.1.1 
.niii 
lean 
students  will participate
 
.75 tie. i.-nlerence. 
Si II, hums,
 
itulti-Jries  and 
pins 
by 
/vv. 
11.1 ins 
of 
the 
t.vor Id, 
(4111.1
 
:eldtii riship
 
-11..ittess
 drill
 labor,  inter-
, 
i
 still 
itittr-group
 
communi-
:on. 
'A ;II provi,1( study 
material
 
I dil
 
! 
discussion  
topit.,,. 
Folk s,.tr_d: 
and (lances, styechl
 
PHI, arid
 reeriliillion
 
an intet4ral  pall of 
this  
intern.,  
tional
 
The
 
cosi is st 50 
per 
student 
i,cd
 
f11,11,
 
and 
Tidoso,d  
Ii,and
 
1,ansitrdStilt
 - 
, is 
not 
inelutle,1
 
tilted 
1,e 
horn....
 
lg earl' 
st,01ent. 
A 
nunit,r
 
of
 
$1
 10 
seholarsitins: 
.111. ,111I,11.1t.
 
di id lin, stielent adviser. 
,..as
 
ft Ii' the
 flip awl
 
UI I 
'dill/ 
MM.  
lit
 
Ireirig
 
taken  
it 11, 
r.-turlint rid 151.1".8 
1
 I 
)M2111.
 
1)1- 
I'hlililt
 l'nrsky, adviser to the 
Peewit 
siiiiients,
 said, -55'i. 
sent
 
one bist 
11
 ills 1 
" 
NEW AUTO
 INSURANCE 
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED 
Savings
 up to $100 on auto. 
mobile insurance 
ar now common 
for married men under  25 yars 
of age
 with the 
California  Cos. 
ualty 
Indemnity
 Exchange. 
"Married men in this ag 
bracket are generally
 paying ea-
cssive vemiums for the dgrers 
of 
risk  involved."  says 
George  M. 
Campbell, Spartan Representative  
for the Exchange. 
"We believe that a
 married 
man with family responsibilities is 
a more careful driver, and causes 
fewer accidents," said Campbell. 
-Therefore,  he is entitled to rates 
for mature drivers. -
For example: A married man, 
age 22 with 
Bodily Injury Liability 
$10/20,000 Property Damage 
$5 
000 and
 Medical
 $500 
pays 
about $169 a year with most 
in-
surance 
companies. With Cali-
fornia
 Casualty
 he 
would  pay 
about $83 
less $14 
dividend,
 or 
net of $69 (based on current 
15 per
 cent dividend) Thus 
he
 
saves  about $100
 with th 
change. (Other coverages with 
comparable savings).
 
Campbell 
declared  that liven 
unmarried 
men and women with 
good drrvrng
 
records may save 
over 15 per 
cent.  
Call 
or write 
for 
full  
informs-
1,on to 
George  M. 
Campbell, 
1885  The
 
Alameda,
 San Jose, 
Phone
 244 
9600. 
Hoover,
 
Allen
 
Halls 
Nine
 
Journalism
 
' Friday TliaremVer
 
1,1111 
tPAPITAVII
 
I5AFT.9-3
 
Hold 
Art
 
Contest  
Students 
Join 
Folk
 
Singers
 
To 
Entertain
 Club 
Prac
 ol MO, $25 
and 
$15
 v. dl 
to 
the Erst 
,:./.401141
 
turrt 
pia 
e
 
pill/1111W  
'it  
srulp1010,
 1111111-1:,,
 
or 
I . 
11,,!..,1'11.,
 Ill 
I ht. 
ll00% 
er-Allen  
I all 
ii 
i-Fl-li 
conte.t.
 
pin  
. 
I, 
planned to 
obtain
 
paititiws
 
suit:11,1e
 for 
hanging
 
in 
the
 
loiinge
 
of 
Allen  
I hill. 
awl 
a 
piece 
Of 
soiltit
 ore, jg,ttery.
 it 
fi/r 
!fall
 
Sindents
 
interesied 
itt,dirint-
lira!
 
their 
work
 
'shot It
 
nnirnial
 
,11.11rrnan
 
of Ifosiv,t
 
Dahl  
at 
294-2922
 
..i. 
at 
Allen 
!loll. 
201-
87.11.
 
Ski 
Club
 
Plans
 
Ice 
Skating
 
Trip  
Siit
 IV, 
located
 
on 
the 
beach
 
next Ii,
 
world-fam,,]  
(101  
llowd.
 
in 
San  
Franeisci,
 
Ill,' 
sae 
of 
the 
seeond 
trip
 
this  
semester
 for lb, 
- 
Ski
 
'1.11r, hos 
leaves  
tonight
 at 7 
from the 
Natural
 
Science  
Building
 
on
 
Fourth  
Street.
 
The  
has  
will  
return
 at 
midnight.
 
Ittis 
fare  is Si
 
rurnts  
membeis
 
;Ind
 
Si
 5(1 
roc 
non-mernhers
 and 
gliest,.
 
lee
 
skating
 adnnssion
 
CO 
vet'', 
and
 25 cents Ii 
ii -
until I 
nion 
C11111
 in 
San i..1 :11111s1,. 
St I'll.A''',-, 
Ill 
Jerry
 Area, John 
Ilenry.
 Si 
Nii,cirriento,
 
Richard
 
Itt-01,
 
Allan
 Itisiton,
 Itill Soliday,  
hill 
1.5'ilt  
441
 ;inn 
Tom  
ss'issts
 
Ihe
 
new siDx
 
memIxers.  
Following
 
the initiation 
and 
a 
Ilioner,  seniot 
journalism
 
student
 
\like 
Dunne
 reported
 
on 
the 
ria. 
tional
 
SI)N
 
convention.
 
Dunne  anit 
James 
Dunne,  
assistant 
proh.ssol
 
Iitided
 
the
 eon. 
vintion 
held 
..A..ek
 
in Nor-
folk,
 
5.1  
Dr.
 
Staffelbach
 
Given 
Ed 
Award  
1.)r. 
Elmer  
If. 
Sdillelhaetd
 re-
tired I 
woressor 
and
 jr,t
 item) 
of 
edileation  was
 
presented
 
the 
inguished  
Scholar
 
Award  
at
 a 
dinner
 this 
week
 by 
Phi Delta
 
honorary  society 
tor
 en,'Uilil
 
Spa2tanadlj  
PSA  
WEEKLY
 
FLYING
 
FOOTBALL
 
CONTEST
 
GAMES
 FOR
 THE
 
WEEKEND
 OF 
NOV. 
16-18 
(NOTE:
 
Circle  the 
expected
 winner
 and 
indicate
 
the prubable
 score). 
SJS 
Wisconsin
 
Navy 
SMU 
Princeton
 
Alabama
 
VS.  
VS.  
VS.  
VS, 
Fresno 
State  
115nois 
Duke
 
Arkansas 
Yale 
v;.  
Georgia
 Tech 
3:77,17"Pet"-!= 
All entries must be 
in Om bores in Ike Spartan 
Bookstore and Spartan
 
Daily 
office by Friday noon 
NAME
 
ADDRESS 
PHONE
   
Contest is open to el members of the SJS faculty nd student body. with In 
exception  of members of 
tire
 Spartan ()Ail, editotiei 
ad
 advertising staffs winner 
will receive
  trim round-trip 1.ykist on Part,, Southwest Airlines beeves. San 
Free'
 
disc*
 and
 los
 Angeles
 good 
until June Winner 0,11 be notified
 bit the 
Wednesdat
 
followng 
each
 contest. 
Nothing 
& 
Dogger
 About 
Our
 
CLOAK
 
& 
SUIT 
SHOP
 
Everything's
 out in the
 open in our 
traditional 
suit 
department 
for 
comfortable,
 leisurely
 
selection.  Only 
thing  hidden 
is
 our salesman,
 
he's 
usually out 
for  a
 
toffee
 
break.
 Gives you 
more  time
 
to 
browse anyway. For the 
best
 
it. 
authentic clothes
 -- well you 
know who. 
GRODINS
 1/4Z 
RAMS  BEAD 
2801 
Stevens
 
Creek 
Road 
-01;;IGINICI:
 
DEFECTIVE  
Delta  
Chi  
A 
luik 
siri
 
art'
 
1-9,ntir
 
1,'"'l
 Sn 
Fianeisco
 
,ptifi11/0sri
 
1./111/1 Ain. 
'U' Fi'UFfl4ii4,ifltud,.,,,,
 
will
 ernei taw 
Ow 
their
 
injt 
[aloe,
 
dime,
 
inlo
 
lAtIt 
Iii.ot\;rikt,es4isnizind,,ly
 
irniu7;:nv`g'
 
innt
 
1.(."11'"1.  
ni'ht iii the' 
 
Ii 
Ii 
ni. 
Two rnerrila-i- 
I 
i 
thr
 r, r, 
Airt  in and Al Ale -
man, 
it skit 
rturtau. 
the
 
2,
 dance
 will 
follow
 in 
f'0. in.
 'I'he dinner is 
r. 
iii hie 
to,
 
I 
60011
 
VISION
 
IS 
VITAL
 
TO
 
YOU
 
And so is correct 
fitting 
of
 your 
glasses!  
See  us ...
 
Our 
professional
 
skill 
assures  you vital 
protec-
tion
 for 
your eyesight, 
and  
correct
 
fitting, corn-
plete 
satisfaction  when 
glasses are 
needed.  
Saii jeSe 
()plieill  
Co.  
634 E. 
Santa Clara at 14th 293-2312
 
VISIT
 OUR LARIAT
 ROOM 
FREE
 
PARK! 
AL'S & 
EARL'S  
38 S. 3rd 
Well serve
 you 
a sizzling -good, 
Char -Broiled
 
Steak for only 
(with green 
s potato 
ree  
1.25
 .1.d.
 
4.4:!e 
bread 8 
butter)
 
ANGEL( 
IS 
STEAK
 HOUSE 
72 E. SANTA CLARA 
wnw 
You  
meet  
the  
nicest  
people  
on a 
Honda
 
dr 
t  
!ddit;d-' tud,dg,d It could
 
Ii.
 11, pi 
ing. 
tc the 
sa,Icts 
arid
 
is
 iin-
liqttures.
 
(tilt  most likely it's 
the 
has.
 
Es olently 
nothing  catches 
I.n  
like the
 run 
or 
owning
 a Ili 
mitaloin  
iri.'1'he
 first sti 
it 
is a 
&ministration  
ride. Why riot
 
ti..1;iy  
$29.80
 
Down, $13 a 
month  
on
 a 
HONDA
 ca 100 
"50"  
Cot
 HONDA
 
Your
 New 
Honda  
Dealer  
First in 
Personalized
 service
 and sales
 
Open evenings 
141 South
 Third
 
Street 
Phone 
295-7525  
Near
 
San  
Jose State Campus 
Open 
area 
for  Beginners
 and Free 
riding  
instructions  
1,11111111111.. 
; 
IISPARTAN
 
DAILY  
Friday
 
Nosenther  17,
 194i I 
Top 
Field
 
Set
 
for
 
NorCal
 
Spee,ei
 Student 
Rates   
At 
Spartan  Field  
., 
Intramural 
Football
 
MODERN OFFICI 
MACHINES CO 
E. San 
te,needo 
7,'.5283
 
HANK'S 
Barber Shop
 
Tues.-Thurs. 
9 
ale'.- 6 p.m. 
F. and Sat 
Henry 
Wetarlbil
 a.m.
 7 p.m. 
Owner
 
4 
Barbers  
All 
Hair  Styles 
Alma
 Centel. 
1488  A!Ma 
St.
 293 0705 
lite
 
offstage  
FOLK MUSIC 
THEATER 
970 So. First 
St. 
 Now 
Appearing   
JANET SMITH 
BILL 
MUNDAY  
& 
Sat.:  9. 10:30 & 12 P.M 
S,..nclay:
 HOOTENANNY, 8 
P.M. 
vailawaspiwirwiisestrimpa.
 
110 
Amateur 
Shnws
 
Fri. 6 Sat. 
OLD 
CHICAGO 
CLUB 
Presents  
Exotica 
Who  
danced 
in 
The tracer's
 
 
Plus
 
 
Gina  
her 
  
Shoe tirre 
Wed 
and Curler
 
II 
L 
Srtuniay 9 
30 
OLD 
CHICAGO CLUB 
897 
El Carn'no Reel 
Sue nyvale 
Eric 
Pr, - 
, 
f 
. 
How 
to 
G 
I'll 
r e  
*ERIC
 
PETERSON
 
1060
 
Hack
 
Ave.  
Campbell,
 Calif. 
Tel.:  
378-0218  
rid,,,,,
 
Till 
COILLIGL 
LITE  
INSURANCE
 
COMPANY  
OF 
AMERICA  
. the only Comp4ny selling 
CC:. 
n,herty
 In 
Colie,ie  Men
 
Harrier
 
Meet  
Title at 
Stake Today 
San  
Jose
 
Defends
 
Title
 
Phi Sigma Kappa clash. , 
o 
Is 
 
,I
 sea jilts 
1or1 is
 for 
I 
he
 
, 'Argo, intramural 
total.' 
:a 
ball
 
championship
 
at :1311 1).11,
 
II.  Spartan Stadium. 
Fraternity
 titlist Phi  
ndepi,nden t winner Ca! -I I ,v  
will 
be
 
locking
 horns 
for
 the
 -.. 
net 
time 4n two years. 
The same two clubs battled 
Ii ot her for the iwer-all 
pionship 
last
 year 
with  Phi slg 
gaining a 6-0 victory. 
Rich McMillan caught a 16 yard 
pass 
from Jim Owens for the only 
ii 
the contest.
 
I 
Owens  are back 
hut
 
}lase receiiii 
--.-tance from Jim 
;; 
p!,...
 
Hemphill  completed
 t ss 
Ii 
littleI1111,14n
 passes
 to 
O'Neill
 
tin 
Sig defeated ATO for 
the 
l'raternity title 
earlier this 
iieek. 
Cal -Hawaii 
has had a week
 
-.me
 edging 
Nlouldi-ir
 
r
 
Independent
 crown. 
i Ira threw a touchdown 
pas,
 
it 
James for 
the 
is
 
schie
 
that gontest last Friday. 
!toll Dahl and 
Larry  Pedrodala-
top 
performers
 
who ft titre t t plenty of action 
in 
!hi(
 rharii:.kinsiiip
 encounter to -
the CAI-flaw:Mans.  
.1 itnipi.ig to nest week's activ-
ities.  boss ling %% filch is In Pro -
It 
be joined hy badmin-
ten
 
ptay starting Stolidity. 
teams began league ac-
i 
this weiik on 
Tuesday and 
 ) 
i; 
1..ohninton
 entrants
 will 
c,,;!.;..1,c.
 
tournament  
play  Mon-
day r
 
aht at 
ti!:iti  
in 
the  
1111.11'n  
II111.1,durn and 
in
 Tuesday even -
'it the same 
hour.  
Independent performer, will 
play on Monday and Vednetallity 
esenings
 
v. hilt' the fraternity 
players begin play 
in
 'Tuesday 
and Thu rsilas nights. 
p i :;-,Jeajel 
ShOUlti check 
the 
intramural  bulletin 
board
 in 
the men's
 gymnasium to see 
what  
time their matches are being 
plod 
tl  s 
entrants
 can 
praC-
trig ill Monday 
r. at 7 p.m. in 
avording
 
1
 
in
 Un-
Thin-Ranked 
Frosh Poloists 
Play 
in 
NorCal
 Tournament 
Thin 
in numbers 
but long 
roring  pr 
wet', the 
SJS  freshr.. 
ter 
polo 
team 
meets West I.  
Water 
Polo  
Club 
tonight  
ut 
- 
p.m in 
the first
 round (if the
 Ni 
I 
"Closed'  
Tourney.  
The 
first  oninci
 
games
 
Isi!I  
played  at San 
Francisco  
Slah
 
,th 
final 
contests  
scheduled
 h.. 
at the 
S F. 
Olympic!
 nu' 
The 
Sp;irtahattes
 have 
litst 1! 
' 
SOL,.
 
i11. 
, 
1 ell
 lt!;1 
Vat-dry-3.10-
..rine. 'fourna-1 
CHUCK 
PYLE  
. . . ready to play 
' I  
 
Cr
 II h 
designed
 
to
 
protect
 
your
 
dental  
TEXTURED
 
FOR  
TEETH
 
AND  
69 
GUMS
 
f - 
Dente. I-16,er
 
C. 
just 
think
 
of
 
it...
 
you  
can
 
open  
a 
new  
loos/Atkins
 
SUPER/CHARGE
 
and  
take
 
months
 
to
 
pay!
 
First at 
Santa 
Clara 
- 
One of the finest 
crorts-country  
fields  ever 
assembled
 on one course 
vie  this afternoon in 
the NorCal 
Invitational  
Championships
 at 
Spartan Field. 
Defending
 national 
collegiate
 
champion
 San Jose
 State, along 
with Stanford, Cal,
 Mann AC, 
and the Golden 
Gate  Track Club, 
answer the starting gun at 
4 p.m. 
It will be the 
last
 home appear-
ance of the Spartans
 before they 
leave for 
East
 Lansing, Mich. roxl 
the 1963
 NCAA championships.
 
They face 
a star-studded 
field 
today that
 includes 
Ilitm Mc -
Calla 
of Stanford: 
Ron !lasts, 
Ray 
Hatton,  and 
11111 Morgan 
of 
GOT(',  and Ow 
Heardall
 broth -
era) Roy 
and Daryl of 
Mario. 
The track club will be 
selecting 
its team for the
 national AM' 
meet in New 
York. Davis, 
Hatton  
and Morgan are 
all rounding 
into
 
top shape. "They
 are much better 
than when they 
ran  here some 
weeks ago," SJS 
Coach Dean Mil-
ler says. 
The Beardalls
 are rated by 
Mil-
ler as the top 
non -collegiate har-
riers in 
Northern  California. 
Stanford
 would
 
or:ibly 
like  
io 
atone
 for 
previous
 setbacks 
at 
the 
hands 
of 
San  
Jose  
Stale,
 
but.
 
whether
 or 
not 
the 
whole
 team
 
'will
 be 
mentally
 
prepared
 
to do 
so 
is 
another
 thing,
 
says
 
Miller.  
Cal 
should  
not 
figure  
in the 
race.  
The 
Spartans
 will 
be 
defending
 
the 
NorCal  
title  
they
 have
 held 
the 
past  two 
years. 
Last 
year,  a 
week 
before 
the 
nationals,
 they 
Homecoming
 Queen
 Nancy 
Niederholner,
 one of 
her court,
 
Anne
 
Chambers.
 and 
INKE 
doll  
Jan 
Nessrainier
 %sill be 
on hand 
at the
 
eross-country
 
meet  to 
hand 
mit  
indisidnal
 intl 
team
 
trophies.  
ran 
up a perfect 
score  on the 
In-
dians
 and the 
Bears  in this 
;two.
 
Danny Murphy, 
Jeff Fish -
back. Hen
 
Tinker
 and 
Ron 
Dasis all 
finished  in a dead -
heat for first. Their
 time, le:47, 
Sins 09 er ii 
eillirw  somewhat 
shorter than the 1.3 Miles
 111 
PIM tolltLy. 
This
 
year's lime
 
,\ 
1,1' 
fast. 
and
 
the Po5sIliIhl 
of a 
blanket
 finish
 is 
more
 
remote
 
due 
to 
the
 
caliber
 
of
 
opposition.
 
'Delay's
 
race will 
also  
settle
 
who  
is 
going  hack east  
for 
the 
national
 
title.
 
Murphy,  
Fishback,
 Tom
 
note,  Ghne
 Gurule, 
Tucker,  
and  
Dick
 Fri 
nandez
 seem 
assured
 of 
spots 
on the
 seven
-man 
team,
 but 
the
 
seventh
 
participant
 
is 
wide  
open.  
Jeff
 
McClain,  
Lou  
Davidson  
and 
Howie  
Thew
 are 
three 
principal
 
contenders
 
for the 
spot, 
but 
it 
could 
go
 
If) 
somebody  
else. 
The 
fres!  -n 
go 
after  
their
 
sec  
I 
national  
championship
 
in a 
3:811  two-mile 
race 
with
 Cal 
and 
Stanford
 
frost'.
 The 
race, 
timed 
!is AM' 
and 
NCAA
 
till! be 
entered 
In postal
 
competition. 
Bill
 Myers, 
George 
Rios,  
Frank
 
Slemp, Dave
 Lower, 
Darrell  Duna -
Ion, Bob Baker. and 
Marcel
 Hetu 
will
 enjoy the shorter
 race. 
The meet
 is in conjunction
 with 
the All -College
 Football champion -
:hip 
in
 
Spartan
 Stadium. 
Daily Sports
 Grid Parade 
T1TCHENAL 
NEWHOUSE 
(70-37)
 
(71-44)
 
SJS vs. Fresno
 
Stada  
SJS 
127-141
 
Wisconsin  
vs. Illinois
 Wise (20-6) Wisc 
(15-13) 
Navy vs. Duke 
Navy 
(21-7) _Navy 
(24-10) 
SMU vs. Arkansas 
Ark (20.14) SMU 
(20-17) 
a
 ti id 
flap_
 
Princeton
 vs. 
Yale Prince 
(14.7)
 
in))
 ).
 
Pete
 Alabama 
ss.  
Gs Trish 
Ala 114-71 
in 
,1!
 
act 
the 
MSU
 vs. Notre 
Dame  
MSU (10.7) 
Stanford
 WSU Stan 
(14-7) 
Cal vs. 
Utah
 
Utah 
(20-141
 
Texas vs.
 ICU
 
Texas (19-6) 
Tenn'sm 
vs. Miss'ippi
 Tenn_ 
(14-01  
Pittsburgh
 vs. Army 
Pitt 114-0) 
Packers vs. Bears 
Bears 
(28-21)
 
Prince
 (19-14) 
Ala 113-71 
MSU (28-7) 
Stan
 
(334-2.014))
 
Cal
 12
  
Texras  
(184.0.1)3)
 
Mrs 
(2
  
Pitt
 
(20.I0)
 
Packrs
 
(28-17)  
Beowns
 vs. Cardinals 
Brewns
 121-71 
Browns
 
128-211  
49ers vs. Giants 
Giants 132-141 Giants (31-14) 
Basketball
 
. Inmat 
%sill hold 
a basketball 
instructional 
lecture 
Monday at 
noon  in the 
I actility 
cafeteria.
 Inman 
will de-
..cribe
 and 
illustrate  
techniques  
id 
the hoop eport 
PURPLE
 
KITTEN
 
EXPRESSO
 
FOLK
 
MUSIC  
Thursday,
 Friday, Saturday 
8 
P.M.- I A.M. 
75° 
 Art Gallery
 inside  
Corner  of Bascom 
& 
Moorpark  
JONES 
ANDERSON 
(67-40)
 
(66-41)
 
Wise
 (21-14) 
Wisc (10-7) 
Navy (21.20) Navy (21-14) 
SMU (14-13)  Ark (21.14) 
Ark 
(17.141 
SMU (14=1) 
Prince
 (20-7) Prince (21-7) 
Prince (20-16)
 
Prince  (21-14) 
Ala 
(14-3)
 
Ale 
(10-71  
Ga T 
(21-141 
Ga T (21-18)  
MSU (21-13)
 MSU (21.14) 
MSU (24-7) MSU 
(28-13)
 
Stan (204) 
Stan 121-141 Stan (12-71 
Stan (21.7 
Cal 
(39-19)  
Cal 
128-'1
 I 
Utah 114-121 Cal 120-141   
Texas (14-7) 
1 e 
a 
Texas
 
1i//1 
II 
114-101
 
Miss  (33-71 
Miss (14.71 Miss (!D /1 Mis;-
 t1210, 
Pitt 
(21.19)  Pitt 
121.701 
Pat 
17S1..7,
 
Packrs 
(21.14)
 Pack,: 128-711 
Bears  
t 
Packrs 
Browns  
(31.21)
 Browns 179 1.1
 Bee. "P
  
' 
Cer.J
 
17Iii)t
 
Giants (33-28) Giants 128 -ii 
Giants  (3.1 
Giants 
130-oui
 
INVITATION
 
TO 
MURPHY O'NEIL 
(66-49) 
(66-49) _ 
SJS (21-12)
 SJS (21-13) 
Wisc
 (14-10)
 
Mini 
(11-14)  
Navy 
(28-12) 
Navy (27.7) 
INNSBRUCK  
71790
 
II 
/NMI?  
OLYMPICS
 
2/ IIIINS ,,.  sir   In IN 
NtiliBI  
string
 
till I 
if 'long  outl,t I 
walling Nitql ,r 
in Pons 
Eterything pr..arranged  
Call CV 3-1031
 
..ip.1--m travel 
agency  
,70-NORTH  FIRST ST., SAN JOSE 
THE INTERNATIONAL
 
RESTA.URANT
 
() 
Itrji11
 AT SOME
 
'I' 
III
 
N 
E 
X 'I' It A   
Foreign
 
Car
 
Specialist
 
Karl's
 
Shell  
Service
 
11th 
and 
Santa  
Clara
 
loot,
 
discount  
c
 
par', 'h
 
SJS 
Studer, 
,
 c,d
 
KXRX  
PRESENTS
 
PETER
 
PAUL
 
and 
MARY 
in 
Concert 
at this 
San Jess 
Civic  Auditorium 
Friday, November 15 
Tickets on Sale 
at 
thy 
San Jose Box Office 
40 W. San Carlos 
Street  
CY 5-0888 
$2.25, $3.00, $3.75, $4.50 
3 
Speed  Bicycles  
10
 
Speed
 
Bicycles
 
Jr 
Fri
 
$59.95
 
Complete  
Repair
 
7,er%
 
ire
 
Part,  & 
1((,,iris,
 
PAUL'S
 
CYCLES
 
This
 
coupon
 
worth 
25` 
towards
 
any
 
Food
 
purchase
 
Offer
 
good
 
only
 
November
 
15-20
 
---..111111111111 
n 
Car
 
ialist
 
LL 
rl's 
ervice
 
inta 
Clara
 
1,  
SENTS
 
ER 
JIL 
cert 
Ad&k.r.,71
 
ember  15 
it Sale 
ix Office 
arlos
 Street ' 
3888
 
$3.75,
 
$450 
Bicycles 
Ler 
I 
Bicycles
 
MI 
?.95
 
11,111
 
Iiii
 
011  
CYCLES
 
Jny 
hose
 
only 
15-20
 
INIummow 
frosh
 
Lose
 
'Mudder'
 
San
 
Quentin
 
'Riots'
 
Record
 
Against
 
Bulldogs
 
I 
%Will
 
t: 
prison
 field. 
San
 
Jose 
de
 
was the 
nio:
 
% 
s
 
leant TN. 
111111111P% 
held 
the 
''l\fSl iip
 
ill 
lily 
game th, 
ri 
hand  
throughout
 
the 
game,
 
si4.  
V. 
,`,L
 
"-:.1"4
 
ended
 I111
 
waniing  
/4 
11"1  
" 
1:1."11.'
 11:2\'iliZry
 
111)2.
 
11111.1.
 toliehelowns
 1/141/11.
 
The 
!,,, 
State
 
Irosh
 in 
Spartabribes
 could
 
get  
one
 
of 
their
 
There
 
was  1111 
question
 
about 
Iiii  
inial-coveped
 loWn. 
The 
18 
points
 
surrendered
 
 
i 
lfeas 
rain 
showers
 
fell from 
the
 
opening
 
kickoff  
to the 
final 
gull, 
and 
the 
majorit.s
 
of
 the 
firdd 
n11. 
ankle
-111411
 III 
11111411. 
.1.110 
11111111,/  
el 
1110 
14.1MI
 
%%11,  
Sol 
1111  1he
 
Spartiligilass'
 first
 se-
ries iil 
doss
 ii' 
thu 
Bilekiniltiim,
 in 
a 
punt
 
situation,
 
ni...er
 reeekii
 
I 
the 
Igill.
 
'Phi-
 pass 
Irmo 
crii-
101'
 
1..!/11
 
lodged 
in 
Ilie
 mod
 
and 
tin \ 
(1,,1  just 
one 
yard, 
where 
San 
:Quentin
 
fell 
on
 the 
ball  at 
the 
FRI'
 play,
 
later,  
Pato  
Naviirio  
151 
sort 
tu, 
1-0,01.:,;(
 
Pettit  
for 
Suit- 
intl 
;g 
to,ichdown.
 
in the 
L.11.111/1111
 
quarter,
 
 ss- 
1bn-1:Ingham
 
hail  a 
punt 
1111Nkl.11
 
111111
 
Pirates
 took 
inner 
on the 
Sllartalfabes
 
12. 
I 
igairt
 
tin 
lb,,
 
Ii 
play
 01 III,' 
drive,
 hieding 
Ii 
frO(fl
 one Naiad 
out. 
The 
delrrrnined  
at*, 
wcrt 
again.  
pouncing
 
on a San .1o.,
 
iii lii,' 
Iiilic 
S.1)-: 
11 in the 
sin' -
1151?
 
point,  
1)e1  
ii 
It 
toriwil 
i'Ill  
and 
%krill 
.111 
tiff,  vi.1
 I 
a 
a TI 
Spartalialies
 
surged 
richt 
back  
011  the 
ensuing
 
Gars  
stepauslis
 
gathered  
it in 
int
 Ids.  10,
 
l!,!!!  
tree running 
room 
rut the
 
30
 
and
 nent splash-
ing (lets 
n the 
.4111.11111, 
for a 
90-sard  
The Sparialrilies 
seorrsi
 svith 
:10 
seconds
 le!! 
in 
on 
LarrN
 
olt-rakle
 
11111 
015o.1.-
 
11,1 
.20 
:Ind
 
lt,I.:
 
 
11111 
1,14(1114, 11, 
Sel  j r 1 1
 1/11. 
The 
running
 of 
Mot;
 
and 
.1.  
.Jackson 
highlighted
 
the 
Pirate,'  
f 
IIIi
 III 
during
 %%111,11 ..4.111 
Q111111-
.1,0,1
 110 
loin 
yaruti 
'11h,s. 
lacked
 up just 
26 yards in 
the 
...eriond
 
half,  hut, Batts 
-01:1-111,1
 
 -ral
 
key  
first  lila 
11 
is
 tutu 
ri 
ner,1,1
 
the
 
to,14.11  
HOOTENANNY
-
PE.
 
tieLLTUR1NT
 
FOSS
 
MccowAN  
1.1 
MONDAY
 IN 
SUNDAY
 
10.DOPtibil
 
100A111
 
,14,24
 
.3 
ON
 
YOUR
 FM 
DIAL
 
IT'S
 
HOT!
 
IT'S  
A 
HONDA!
 
7--1411ta  
Only 
$285
 p.o.e. 
HONDA
 
SUPER SPORT
 "50" 
MARK  
110 
This
 
50
 
cc
 
Honda  is a giant for performance: 
develops
 
5 
HP
 
at
 
9,000
 
RPM . 
.. gets 
up
 to 225 
mpg. Racing type 
highcompression
 
head ram injection 
carburetion,
 other 
great
 
features.
 See it 
now!
 
BILL
 MANDER 
635
 
University
 
Avenue  Telephone 
354-2130
 
Los 
Gatos,  
California
 
Come in and see the New 90 CC 
Just
 
Like 
Having
 
Your  Own 
Private  B.B.9. 
... We 
Furnish
 
The  Cooking
 
And  
Patio 
DELICIOUS  
CHAR -BROILED
 
BURGERS  
1#,J. -4, let' 
ice and 
tomato)
 
De'are 
...  Sesame bun ... 
25c
 
CkJekburger . . 
. Sesame bun, 
Ilcsher
 Pickle 
. . 39c 
r lb. Steakburger. 
French  Roll 
+11,rer  
Pickle 
. 
59c 
 lb. 
Extra
 Large,  French
 
Roll, 
',...-er  
Pickle
 
...
 
896  
11- 
fir  :-,
 
sandwich,
 
frenck  
DELICIOUS 
DINNERS
 AND 
SANDWICHES  
Chicken Basket 
99; 
Shrimp Boat
 
89; 
Spare Rib 
Basket 
89; 
French
 Fries 
. I5c or 29c 
Shakes  
251 
SPECIAL
 
CHUCK
 
BASKET
   
LARGE
 
PIZZA
 
EXTRA
 
LARGE
 
"CHANGING
 
SCENE"  
Folk Music Fri. and 
Sot. 
HOOTENANNY  
TUESDAY  
NIGHTS  
69c 
99c 
$1.25 
night 9-12 
BIG 
BEN  
460  
E.
 
William
 
Telephone Order:
 294-8344 
FrAf
 
THE
 
BEST - ELSEWHERE 
FOR THE 
REST
 ' 
"Gm'.  
1 
lie 
.o 
4) 
);11
 . . 
. 
( ... '",-;32.1-...7:-1 
"'XIV:
 
rk4i,
 
''SPF44sou...._ 
r$1:995
 
'1i'llr
 
lu,r 
!hal 
tailored.  
look  
Ilt.uI'-
liii%611)
 
It. 
%mini,
 men 
lt,uuifii' I 
ratl 
- 
Li.....
 
tuf.lion
 
1'1111%11J
 111.11 
/21111 
.111%%%11111'.
 
FI111% 
1. 
"it."'
 
"I(  
111"111.,  
I/011e 
Illgg11,..
 
1.0111111
 .11111
 
Marl..
 
Nuors11
 
pf.,it
 
ill  
hail 
ent 
until  
Nina.;
 
Art
 
Martinez
 
290
 
South
 
First 
St.. Son
 
Jose
 
Use  
yniir
 
Pankamericard
 
or
 
the Firs+ 
National
 
Charge
 Plan 
Mon..
 
It, 
OPen  
r,,, 
41116, 
All  
parking
 
tickets
 
validated
 
Turkey  
Trot
 
Entries
 
Due  
Today
-1
 
p.m.
 
Spartans
 Hope
 To 
Square
 
Where  
there's
 a wiI.
 
and  Itob 
Titchenal's
 
tans 
will tie 
path
-finding
 
in 101n/
 /1.11.111 
night:,
 
flint 
liii 
I H ..  
dr.! 
,. oni State
 
Itt Ilioleli11-
kick:oft
 time 
I, 
k 
All  
rooters
 
going to the 
State 
'flay  get I/1 free 
1,, , d, 
nated 
!looting  section
 i,,. 
seritaleolin,
 
I ihow 
'there's 
soniething
 
;Mout the 
risiiIrs 
1111%%11111111,
 
.L1/1111'11111'
 111111 
I/11111111g,
 111111 111.11%.
 the series 
11 
1/111111111-11  1111
 111111-
Iir hoss 
strong  
 team
 is said
 
to 
he 11%er
 
:mother.
 
1 
Tomorron  
night's 
San  
-110%.1.-
1.'nesife 
stale 1,1,1 
pull
 game in 
Prisuir,
 
Ii II
 lo- 
aired 
IA1.1'  Gailio
 
it 
:1ltat
 7:15 
p.m.  
- - 
soll
 
in.ii..
 
at , 
IJK.11/1112.'Ii
 t 
it iii SI 
itT thc 1:, 
thr 1:1,1 
thr,, 
Th,.
 
make 
'imp,. .1 . 
Il'irt 
I 
 
11,1 
ir 
is 
I 1 
Thr 
Iiiiri
 IhrIrl 
\.ictory 
this -,, 
haltetl  Saturday
 by Ari/.,n.,
 
.-;talf.,
 who won 
21-19.
 
Titelienal's 
forces 111111 
earlier 
defeated  
VS'ashingtrin  State
 13 -if 
and 101140u
 '"Ifiteli
 islIr-
rill! 
that
 the inertial 
depression  
caused 
Iu the ',WI I).%11%.'
 Home-
coming  set
 
hack.  mas still 
has,
 
his leatii tor the 
vartie 
11111/1 III -
made ns,t 
OUP, 
in
 his starting
 lineup
 Itritirl 
irter 
has 
11111,..111./1
 
1,1 No I 
,reirtertgiek, 
idler a 10-15 Ikrissir,- 
..r1,.iiriatier
 against ASI'.
 Kenos 
whir 
hail
 
0111'1(41
 the 1,L,t 
-1 
'All!  See plenty 
ol 
I
 
Ir 
1,110  
The Bulldogs
 
ii, 
u'
 
1.1 re-
cord,  
.11111 1fre luriuil.iutg 
41 111111' 
first I -sing 
sear  sin., 1950. %%hen 
had a record.
 That 
makes 1'.? straight 
Noar, inhere 
the ISoilldeg 1111%1 111
 4111/10'11 1111-
1111'
 /111. :/-1
 
i I 
It,,,, I Arter 
eau run %silt, 
11111-
h111e) - 
111e  111,1 running 
quarterback 
in 
It
 fare this 
sear"  
-Titc)ierial.
 Ile has ids,, broken 
almost 'srI' 
i,.nsiilg 1,111ril
 at 
Irestio state
 
hir- 1,,11 ri.i'
 
this orik
 
suit' titan 
'In.1.
 "1 (Iirti't expect
 
tillS 
I..l'I
 
s,P%1;1
 Vss I N. Ill: 551
 II 
.'.,t,.i,  
,t 
11 
AUTO
 
REPAIRS
 
 Motor 
Tuneups * Engine Rebuilding
 
* Brake Service 
 Ignition Systems 
 Carburetors  
Starters  & Generators 
Written Motor 
Guarantee  - Cour)ew Car Avadirtie 
OPEN  DAILY 
TO 
6,30 Incl, 
SATURDAYS
 
Zarion
 
Colt   
ECM 
3
  
293.5172
 
141
 South 3rd St. 
.91101%111'1,13
 
1 
Block  
fro,. 
School 
San 
Jose 
All (still
 .I's 
are  
due
 
II
 I:, 
thrn,  in the infra:, : :rf fee 1, 
the
 annual San .1.:-. stro, '''1:. .f. 
kev Trot- Mel', according
 
to
 
Into 
' mural 
Dircetor
 Dan 
Unruh,  
nip hi:, ,-.ent voll he run ,a 
, 
Toe,Me.  N.., :); :ft 
. fr 
111 
Three eatable assards %s ill be 
presented to the first, se1411111 
and third place finishers in 0%er-
all e  petition. 
Coordiliabirs  for 
the race. 
Alph, 40, 
Phi Omega 
a p a r t
 Merl/. ha% V gathered a 
I tirkef.
 
mu the' 
the Intramural In : 
CY 
7-7417 1884 W. 
San Carlos , 
duck
 and 
a chicken fin' the 
top
 
runners. 
*'11,,WII.V/WrI.V1,,,,/,,V,I.Vms,,,,,,/,,...,,,,,,,,IW",,,,,,..
 
Divided
 IIII,, IV, , ,II 
. ,I1',. r1,,.. - 
,IIII't the 
:1.2 
mile race in front
 of v; 
0._ai; C 
Student
 
Bowling
 
ire 
and 11//,11, 11111 C1111.1111', \I. III Zt 
the cafeteria
 
on
 Seventh
 
Street  :,... 
- 
#100-_-_-
 - 
Mum 
and 
Ham run 
Mad: to 
ihe In, 
lilt
 Ile% ,i 
round  t 
he 
io. a 
I,:, II - t  . 
::, 
_.....  
.....______ 
35'  
anytime!
 
. 
ifrading  
dinvn Seventh
 
5111,1
 tr. Z,,
 
throng 
of
 runners 
%%ill 
tr.it
 dov r ss 
k 0 
 I, *- ei 
...." 
... 
s. 
Spartan
 Stadium 
.ind make 
, 5, 
ish 'HI,' 
Ill I 1110 ,,I 
I III' lIIIHI'l I 
FREE SHOES 
1 
plus 
s' 
ss 
ns... 11 
d 
a 1 / 1 . 1 1 tin e.itote. 
an
 
firso
 
ht
 three 
and 
Iiiiihers  in 
both Ilie 
,s 
-- .t'717:,;;Ti  
, 
, he gisen
 to the 
ss
 
I raseling
 ass 
aril  will 
be pre-
 
16 Clean
 Alleys 
: 
suit ..,,,frd fir 
the 
organization
 having ., 
'a 
ss 
the 
race
 ninth, 
30 
minutes
 rit c, 
Downtown  
Bowl
 
ss 
.. 
,,... 
in..., 
.,,kirittals  
finishing  
': 
 
s' 
the first
 place 
runner. 
More 
than 
SOO 
contestants  en- 
li 
375 W. Santa Clara St. 
294-7800 : 
.: 
; 
tered 
the race 
last
 yea;
 
FOLK 
Ctlilars-Banjos-
 
Lesson-,
 
RENT
 TO 
LEARN
 
BENNER MUSIC 
(r 
Drive-in  and Dining 
Room Service 
TICO  S 
1ACOS
 
Start
 the
 Weekend 
out 
right with a 
Delicious 
Meal from Tico's Tacos. 
TOSTADA 
ENCHILADA
 
RICE OR BEANS 
SALAD  
...only
 
89c
 
Phone Orders 
CY
 7-8421 4th and St. James 
dogs
 to a 2)1-14 
over S.Is 
"They're
 
eapalile  
id.  playing
 
football
 when they want
 I,. " 'I r 
ehenal said, referring
 to F:sr 
intl 
downs  this year. 
"We'll 
It, put. 
a 
strong
 
rush on ('arte: 
'cu'
 expect to 
do 
anything 
at ;III 
Q.T. RT 
D tTT.T-T 
RALPH'S
 
PIZZA
 
HANGOUT 
945 The Alameda
 
297-5900
 
FREE DELIVERY 
I) 
AN(.114,  . 
. . 
FridaN
 and
 
SaiiirdaN
 
Dance to 
 Latin 
 Tropical 
 
Twist  
SPECIAL 
SUNDAY  JAM 
SESSIONS  
728  N. 13th St. 
CY 
5-9872
 
VWX,-"AlaWilLKIValkgj
 24; APr. /40'. 
14)1I 
1.01 
A 
methyl'  .s 
Most i I itl 
11,4 
brim  
SPECIAL 
STUDENTS'
 DINNER
 
Served Daily: 
430  
0.00 
p.m.  
Sunday:
 
11,00
 a.m.
  
e.00
 
P 
$149  
cr.  
4., 
. 
r --
garden
 City 11ofirat# 
,C 
;) 
`..11Jr
 
,ed 
DAVE
 MARTY 
51 
So.  Market  
( 1 
7-2102  
AiEsZEISMIMMEMMIIEntirari=fferrefrffw.
 
(1./rfrifl"..`vr.:
 
TAINS
 
SKI SPECIALISTS
 
SKI PRO
 
JERRY  WEIRICK
 
S. 
Shop 
Mgr. 
ALL 
THE 
FAMOUS BRANDS 
Stains has gone 
all out in San 
Jose, Di,. to the 
terrific  
re 
sponse
 to our previous ads we 
have 
moved  
to
 new
 and 
larger 
quarters. 
SKI
 SALE 
Continues 
STRETCH 
PANTS  
8" 
For men 8, women 
For juniors 10-16 
WHITTLESY-POWERS  SKIS 
Reg 
19.95  
KOFLACH
 AUSTRIAN 
SKI BOOTS 
27" 
1963
 Ladies' snow star
 model reg 35.00
 
" 
1963 men's 
squaw 
star model 
reg 45.00 
33
 
KOMPEDELL
 RACING 
POLES 
Reg 
17.95
 
 And Many Others
  
688 
1388 
13"  
TOWN 
& 
COUNTRY
 
VILLAGE  
Opposite  Valley 
Fair 
San 
Jose 
4r pis 
t7,;7'47 
BOB THOmPSON 
lowww"
 
11---SPART
 
V
 0 
MN
 
Jay
 
Haley  
Speaks 
At 
Psi 
Chi  
Meet
 
-i'ortuniontanon
 
itie  Sthrzo-
phrenargenic
 
Family-  
will  he 
the 
topic  
it  Jay Haley
 when he 
speaks
 
to 
members
 
of the 
national
 honor 
seciety 
in 
ay
-etiology
 
Psi Chi. 
The  meeting 
will  begin at 8 
p.m. 
today in 
CH150.
 Haley is from
 
row  from
 9 a.m, to noon in 11H303. 
the 
Mental
 
Research Institute
 in 
The
 
project  is open to all occupa 
Palo 
Alto. 
Til/Elai therapy majors. 
! ! 
\.emher
 
15,
 
1983
 
Occupational
 
Therapy
 Club 
Meets 
Tomorrow  
The
 OecupallUIN.II Therapy Club 
will have a service 
project  for 
Hope for Retarded Children tumor -
------
 Ire   
Reality
 Care 
At 1,0%.
 Low 
Prices  
All 
work  done by 
qualified 
students
 
under  
supers  
ision
 
SULLIV
 XN B 
EALTY
 
COLLEGE 
Mused to 
New 
Location
 
374 South
 First M. 
295-9516 
NEW
 
AN
 
I)
 
REBEILT  PARTS 
FOR
 
ALL  
1\114)14'1'ED  CARS 
B.11' 
JOBBERS
 
Bosch.
 Lucas. hicellier 
Electrical
 SS
 
...terns 
Solex,
 St..
 'Zenith.
 
and 
SEN.
 Carburetion
 
F. 
A.
 P 
FOREIGN AUTO
 PARTS 
 
Open Monday 
Thru Saturday 
1695 
W.
 Son Carlos 
293-2129  
EATCO. INC. 
Prof's 
Work I 
Draws
 
Praise
 
From 
Soviets  
tit ernat ional
 
recog  int 
ion
 has 
att,iin come to Dr. Lester H. 
'Lange, head of the San 
Jose
 State 
, Mathematics
 Department. with
 the 
recent 
publication
 of a 
Soviet
 
journal.  
V. I. 
Gavrilov,  Sox 
iet
 mathe-
matician, 
recently  
published  an 
article 
in "Doklady,"
 the 
mathe-
matics 
journal IA 
the  Academy 
of 
Set/ores
 
of
 the U.S.S.R., 
in 
which  
In' 
presented
 
proof 
of new 
t heor-
VMS in 
complex  
variables.  
(.s
 rilne
 
used  
methods
 
and  
pre-
'tis
 
proofs
 of 
theorems
 
developed
 
I. 
1)1'.
 
Lange  as a basis 
for de-
siloping
 the new 
theorems.
 Dr. 
Latitze first 
reported  
his
 
proofs
 
ittil tat 
hods  of proofs in a 
Japan -
'se
 
publication,  The 
Nagoya 
Mathematical
 Journal, 
and a 
Erimith 
publication,  
Annales
 Sciens 
litanies, III 
Pkil.
 
Dr. 
Lange.
 
whit
 has been on 
the  
S.IS faculty 
since 
1961,  
holds  
the  
Ph.D 
degree  
from  
thi
 
tif
 
N 
lie 
Dame. 
For 
Your
 Christmas  
Cards...
 
 
Contemporary
 
 
Traditional
 
 Religious 
 or 
Personal  
s Lindsay's Visit our spacious
 
Christmas 
Card  Department and see our 
complete 
selection  at prices you 
will  like. 
Choose from
 solid packs, boxed assort-
ments or albums. 
77 S. First
 
Sr
 
DOWNTOWN SAN 
JOSE 
Today 
Last 
Day 
For 
Orientation
 
Leader 
Applications  
1.42
 Ihe 
flay to 
4,10:11n
 
:ipplirati.rn:
 .pring
 ori-
ntai  ion 
leaders  in 
the  
College
 
titian. 
Applications
 must be 
ned 
in al 
11
 a.m, 
on
 the day
 
the 
interview.
 
Interviews
 
will 
be held 
all 
next
 week 
from
 
1-5 
and 
Nov. 2:1 
from
 9 
a.m.  to 
''n 
in 
the  
library.
 
Final 
selection
 
will
 be 
made 
it
 a 
later  date. 
Criteria 
for se-
as,' ion will 
include
 interview.
 
II sifting 
sessions,
 altitude,
 enthu-
siasm
 and 
committee
 
evaluation
 
N..
 experience
 in 
ASB 
gosern-
, necessary.  The
 
committee
 
75 
students,
 
accordin,!
 
i,aterman,
 
Orientation
 
tee Chairman. 
Miss  
Chinatown
 
Contest
 
Open
 
To 
buy,
 
frangipanni, 
handy
 order 
cash to the 
Jose
 State 
be in by 
NEW 
BUY DAILY 
rent, or sell 
or any other 
form, clip 
Spartan Daily 
College, San 
2:30 
P.M. two 
CLASSIFIED 
CLASSIFIEDS!
 
a cymbidium, a 
sensible thing, 
if, and send if 
Advertising 
Jose 14, 
California.  
days prior to 
Didus ineptus, a 
just 
fill out this 
with a 
check  or 
Office, J207, San 
Ads must 
publication.  
RATES 
Minimum 
Two lines 
One 
time  
One time 
504 a 
line 
Three  times 
250 a line 
Five 
times 
200 a line 
2 lines 
$1.00 $1.50 $2.00
 
3 lines 
1.50
 
2.25
 3.00 
4 
lines  2.00 3.00 4.00 
5 
lines 
2.50
 3.75 5.00 
Add this 
amount
 for
 
each 
addfl line 
.50 .75 1.00 
FOP 
DISPLAY
 
ADVERTISING  
RATES, CALL
 
CV 
4-6414, EXT. 
2081, 
FROM 
1:20 
TO 4:20, MONDAY 
THROUGH
 
FRIDAY.  
CHECK  A 
CLASSIFICATION:
 
r2, A nnnnn 
cements 
Uri 
Nnelp 
Waited  141 
D 
Personals  Ill 
D Automotive
 
(2)
 
D 
Horsley 
(5)  
O Services 181 
0 
Par 5a1e131 
0 Lost sad head (6 :: Transportation
 (9) 
Print
 your 
ad 
Imre:  
---
(Covnt  
33
 Lotirs
 end 
Spaces 
for Each
 Line) 
Storting  
Deo  Run 
Ad For 
2/1/4/5  
Days  (Circle 
Ono) 
Enrlasod
 
S 
Chock No. 
Noirn
 
_ _ . _ _ 
CAfy 
hen'
 
Addriiii  
.. 
c.i.,11 he 
lb.'
 
lull
 
:\ 1, -
..,:itown if you are of 
Chin,
 
between
 the 
ages  
of
 17 
27' 
have  never 
been married
 
a 
resident  of 
the United
 
ti.e 
Chamber of ('om-
.-iiirs the 
Miss China-
-1 annually. 
mierested
 are 
retriesttiil
 
 lir. 
Philip
 
Pei 
adviser, in 
Al.5111,1
 
Santa 
Clauses
 
Needed 
For Xmas 
Legislature
 
of
 
Thousand
 
Drinks'
 Met
 
Only
 
Once
 
By 
BILL
 
111%151QUAKUT  
"They
 
were
 
it.sal 
drinkers
 
they 
drank
 
like 
men.
 
'If  
they
 'the 
legislators'
 
could
 
not
 
stand 
the
 
ceremony,
 
they
 
would
 
lie  
doWn  
to
 
it
 
with  
becom-
ing 
grace.
 I 
knew  
one 
to 
be
 
laid
 
out,
 
with  
a 
while sheet 
spread
 
over
 
him,
 
alai  
sis lighted
-candles
 
around
 
him. 
lie 
appeared
 
to 
be 
in 
spirit  
land."  
--Thus
 
historian
 
Frederick
 
11;111
 
describes 
the  
"praiseworthy
 
her.,"  
who 
caused
 
California's
 
hist
 
bod  
of 
lawmakers
 
to 
be 
called
 
the  
"Legislature
 
of 
a 
Thousand
 
Drinks."
 
FIRST  
CAPITAL  
The
 
body  
of 
lawmakers
 
\sits  
meeting
 
in
 
California's
 first
 
capi-
tal.  
San  
Jose,
 in 
1849
 
just
 
after  
the 
approval  
of 
California's
 
con-
stitution. 
A 
bargain
 
try 
which  
the 
dele-
gate-
 
from 
San 
Jose
 
%soul('
 
':,
 
their  
sou's
 for 
approsal
 
iii  
NI's\
 17I /11.0 
it III
 inn in 
exchange
 
tor
 
San 
.1..ss.'s
 Ising 
made  
the
 
capital
 
led
 to 
the 
document's
 
adoption
 
In 
November
 
1849.
 
The
 
two
 big 
problems
 
duriiii
 
San 
Jose's
 
period  
as
 
capital  
California
 
were
 
the  
of
 
ii  
Delta
 
Phi
 
Upsilon
 
To
 
Hold
 
Tea
 
Today
 
The 
Zeta 
Chapter
 of 
Deli  
aPhi  
Upsilon. 
Early  
Childhotal
 
Educa-
tion
 
Ni. t tonal
 
Honorary
 
Fraternity.
 
will 
hold
 its 
Fall
 
Pledging
 
Ti'. 
today
 
;it  4 
p.m.  
in
 
EDV20.
 
Al! 
women  
who  
are
 
interested
 
in 
primary
 
etlucation
 
and 
ha
 se 
completed
 45 or 
more 
units  
with  
an 
overall
 
grade
 point 
average
 
of 
3.0 
or
 
better  
are 
eligible.
 
Spartaguide
 
TM)
 
.551.'s
 
I 
'ci..,,,loilx
 service 
C   
millet.,
 2 
.11 
.\\VS 
1,11111,ge
 
Delta
 Phi 
11 
',don,
 4 p.m., 
El
 
12o  
Sangho  
Club, 
1230
 p.m.,
 64 
N. 
Ninth  
St. 
Psi 
('hi,
 
psychology
 
society.
 /4 
p.m.,
 
CI1150.
 
Tri 
Bela, g 
p.m..
 
(larilen
 
city
 
irc  in I 
o 
Castellano
 
sollesball
 
1,1a., 
Women's  
...VICKI)
 51 : 
Occ.opational
 
Theraps  
strs  
ice 
pro,Pel,
 9 
a.m.-12
 
noon.  
Ill:
 
". 
frivolo
 
Castellano
 
fiesta
 
 ... 
pin , 
Home
 
Economic-
 I.  
10N11/151: 
sigma
 Delta
 l'i, 
1 
adequate 
!tartan.:
 
place  
for 
tht 
legislature
 
and  
inadequate
 
thins,.
 
acconsodations
 for 
the 
legislators.l.
 
SHORT
 
OF 
MANPOWER
 
' 
At 
this 
time,  
San 
Jose  
was  
short  
itE manpower  
becatise  
the
 gold 
rush 
caused
 men
 to 
leave 
the 
city  
for 
the 
"diggings:"
 and
 because
 
San
 Jose 
was 
in the 
path 
to the 
gold
 fields, 
those
 
left 
in 
town  
charged  
everyone
 
especially
 
the  
argonaut
 
pa.sing 
through ex-
horbit  tilt 
prices. 
While 
the 
let_oslattire  
met in 
their 
Capital
 
of San 
Jose, they 
passed 
only two 
enactments
 which 
dircetly
 affected
 San 
Jose. The
 
first 
incorporated
 San 
Jose
 as a 
city 
on
 
Starch 
27, 1850.  
The  sec-
ond 
provided  
for  the 
moving  
of
 
the
 capital
 of 
California  
to
 Vallejo.
 
After  
merit  11117 (Inc more 
year  in 
San 
.1..
 
Ia .apital  
was
 
removed
 
iron.
 
- ec. Thus. 
for 
tsvo 
 acted as 
(*tailor -
to
-r
 .1 
Ni.44filan
 ChM 
aith
 
( .oirse. 1 111 
1. 11 . 
Fitili 
ifalts
 
t 
I'S t 
1111  
I 
,,,111 'fit:.
 
II,'17
 College 
('it's, 
Ilarkefing S 
luli,  
I; 
Ien 
( 11i1N 
11011a-ie.  
rtan 
Or) 
I. 
ci. 
1 111,1
 
CB
-72  
HONDA  
HAWK
 
250cc  25 hp 
ONLY 
$58.63
 DOWN 
$33 
Per  
Month  
(2 
MODELS 
AVAILABLE)  
CB -77 
HONDA 
SUPER  HAWK
 
305cc   
27
 hp 
 4 
CYCLE  0 H 
C.
  TWIN 
CYLINDER
 
 ELECTRIC 
STARTER   4 SPEED 
TRANSMISSION
 
 180 
CRANK 
 DUAL 
CARBURETORS
 
C100 
HONDA 
"50"  
50cc  S 
hp 
$25.43 
DOWN
 
S15.09
 
Per 
Month 
COLORS
 
BLACK 
BLUE 
RED 
 4 
OPEN 
THURS.
 NIGHT
 
) k 
OtAertiii7 
HONDA  
One 
of the nations 
oldest 
and largest
 
Honda 
dealers 
SALES - 
SERVICE
 - PARTS 
1401 
W. San 
Carlos  St. 
275 
/295 
HOUR 
8 to 
5:30
 Monday 
thru
 
`..)alurday
 
Job 
Interviews
 
.11111 i1111 
ii - an' hold it 3113 
s. 
Ninth ...I Jantisir
 graduates 
are 
reririrrslo.41  TO 
make
 appoint-
menls .it 
She 
Placement
 
.51131231, prior
 to the inters
 ie%Vh. 
tlltNItAV:
 
FM(' 
Corp.:  
mechanical.
 indus-
trial
 and 
ensitriral
 engineering, ac-
cow.lit
 
g 
Litton 
Industries,
 Inc.: rI,KtriCal 
111':111..11111jg  
1)11
 
sics 111,111
 is 
iih 
electrical
 trngior,ring minor. 
Dr. 
King
 
To 
Lead
 
Two Biology
 
Seminars
 
Dr.
 
James
 
R.
 
King,
 
associate
 
I 
rofessor  
of 
zoophysiology,
 
will  
Intel
 
two
 
special  
biology
 
seminars
 
.ehedotea 
for
 
Monday
 
and  
Tues-
day.
 
Dr. King 
will
 
discuss
 
"Lipid 
Re-
serves 
in 
the
 
White
-Crowned
 
Sparrow
 
During
 
the  
Reproductive
 
TIEsDAV:
 
California St ate
 
Personnil
 
Roar& 
chemical and  electrical 
en-
. ring
 
majors.
 
I Air Farce Recruiting sem-
, 
l 1117I j111\ . 
ss 
Is :um. Freon,. 
Products,  Inc.: 
iii1 
mechanical  
ti:
 
111.1
 
Period 
and 
the 
Ai ii 
Igratory
 Period 
in 
Alaska
 
itt 
Monday  in 
S242. 
On
 Tuesday 
at 
2:30
 
in
 
S242
 
be
 
King
 
will  
speak
 
on
 
"Errors
 
in
 
Int,
 
Use  
of
 
Newton's
 
Law
 
of
 
rnnling
 
In the 
Investigation
 
nt
 
3,11101
-
therms."
 
STUDENT
 
DISCOUNTS
 
Electronic  
Parts 
& 
Ilt  ti 
Equipment
 
OPEN
 
MON.,
 
THURS.,
 
11 
BM
 I 
 
ill,  
DIS781id  
It  
United
 
Radio
 
and 
T.
 V. 
Supply  Co. 
CY 
1111212 
1425
 
W 
Sem
 
Cede,
 
CUSHMAN VESPA 
SALES 
AND  SERVICE 
raw.  Cl.S11'.11.1N Sui,A. 
tr'd1 Ire nnnnn nt As... - - 211-7160 
lara, 
I 
Adorn. 
RicakOos
 
218
 
Willow  
6 
Now  
Entertaining
 
Thursday
 
Night
 
FOLK  
SINGER
 
DAVID  
HAYES
 
(sang at the 
World  , 
j 
 
Friday  
tt Saturday 
\ight:
 
JAZZ  
QUARTET
 
Home 
Delivery 
'Till  10 p.m. 
and Food To 
Go
 
()pen
 
4 p.m. 
CV
 
4-4009
 
Look
 
For
 
Our Sign
 
Su/10'415f
 
Fresh Ground
 Meat Used 
Exclusively
 
Holiday
 150 
Burgers
 
4th 
St San 
Fernando  
Sts.
 
(Across
 from 
Library)  
Of*  
.;1111 
BURGERS.
 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
BUY 'EM! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)  
SORE 
FEET? /1, , ,-1 
 I 
 
THOSE 
INTERESTED   
ANGEL 
FLIGHT,  
AUTOMOTIVE
 
121 
55 
PLYMOUTH   
63 
MONZA,  - 
/r,
 
471  
56
 
HEALEY.
 ; 
61 
TR 
- 
'56
 
VW 
- 
61 
FORD 
CLUB  
VICTORIA. :r . 
' 
/  
59 
FIAT
 
55 
HEALEY
 
 
58
 
YOLKS  
PANEL.;
 
57 T BIRD.
 1. 
FOR
 SALE 111 
PERSONALIZED
 
CHRISTMAS 
CARDS 
i8 
TANDEM  
TRAILER.  
../vEATERS
  
.91,, 
AND ROOTS 
HELP WANTED (4) 
MA! F STUDENTS
 
ALCOA
 
TUTOR FOR 
BASIC LOGIC. 
1 
MAINTENANCE
 BOY. 11.,, 
meals  
.   
 1.. ; ", 
7770  
HASHER
 
WANTED
 
WAITER  
: 
HOUSING
 
IS) 
KILLION
 
HALL
 
APPROVED
 
HOUSING
  
FURNISHED
 ROOMS
 
1GIRL'S  
APPROVED
 
APARTMENT
 
MEIA 
S 
APPROVED  
ROOM AND
 
bOARD-MEN
 
*. 
SMALL
 STUDIO. 
MEN 
S 
APPROVED
 
AP'  
MALE
 
ROOMMATE
 
2 
SPRING 
CONTRAC,-;
 
LOST
 
AND  
FOUND
 
141
 
LOST 
1, 
1 
/7
 
, 
LOST.
 
 
GIRL'S  
CLASS
 
R1110
 
I 
'),1  
TWO 
GIRLS  
e .9 
 
I I 
GIRLS 
BOARDING 
HOUSE 1 
TV
 
RENTALS
 
$10 
PErsee
 
772  
14" 
--
EXPERT
 
TYPING
 
SERVICE
 
Day  or 
^7" 2 
WOMEN
 S 
APPROVED
 CONTRACT 
AUTO,  
LIFE
 
FIRE
 
IN';
 
 
APARTMEtIT
 
TOR RENT
 
i/, 
DELUXE 
APTS  
FURN
 
OR
 
UNFURN,
 
_ 
2 
SPACES
 FOR 
GIRLS  
-I  
re
 
s, 
Pen  
,111TBOARD.
 ir r I e 
 + M 

 
true
 
Qr Larry.
 
254 
510.
 
COMPLETE 
NEW 
GIRI 
NEEDS
 
/44 
POOMMATF
 
APPROVED
 
HOUSING
 
/  
RELIABLE
 
TYPING
 
AUTO
 
INSURANCE
 
Re 11 
EXPERT
 
TYPING
 
. 
. 
To
 
place 
ass
 
 
1 
I: 
h 
Deify 
S.p,s4rfav
 
Ad
 
Office.
 
.1107,
 
I 
 
4
  
Os
 
-
 Enclose
 
cad,
 
Of
 
C 
No
 
phone
 
orders
 
